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The second annual county
school fair is to be held at the
school building: in Murray on
Saturday, Novetiher 11. This
fair organized last year was of
such great interest to the schools
of the county that it has been
decided to make it permanent.
and this can only be done by the
proper support from the business
interests of the entire county.
Every business man should feel
It his duty to aid in this Bolen-
-did undertaking. T he fellow
who fails to assist in the ad•
vancement of his children or his
neighbor's children is falling in
his greatest duty. Every teach-
er in the county is urged to as-
sist in making this fair better
than the one held last year.
Every pupil, every patron, in
fact everybody, is expected to
- assist-int:his move to gi ve 0.00
public schools an increased in-
terest in order that old Callowity
might forge to the front. If jou
have not volunteered to help it
.is not yet too late. Will you help?
Following is published a partial
Iist of premiums offered. Addl.
UMW_ premiums will baigiven
and the complete list will be
published later:
The moonlight school teacher
who exhibits most letters from
former illiterates. Prize by Mrs-,i
Cora Wilson Stewart.
The best letter from former
illiterate.-Prize by Mrs. Cora
Wilson Stewart.
Teacher of moonlight school
reporting largest enrollment.-
Prize by Mrs. Stewart.
Largest number pupils attend-
ing school fair from any moon•
light school.-Prize-by M r s.
Cora Wilson Stewart.
Best essay on the value of a
business education. Prize, schol-
arship in Draughon's Businesa
College, Paducah, Ky.
Best loaf cake Fancy parlor
lamp hy Beale & Son.
To the pupil who has the best
attendance record; fewest days
absent during that time.-Pair
. of Tess and Ted shoes by Wad.
lingto & Co.
For best kept school hcuse and
grounds.-First. $2.50 by Mr.
Clark, representing Green Seal
paint; second, quart of Green
• Seal paint by Irvan & Hughes.
For the wagon containing the
largest number of pupils unload.
tog at Brisendine'e store.
dkerchief for each pupil.
Best essay on sanitation in the
school rocon.-$2 00 by Dr. Will
Mason, Jr.
Best essay on crop rotation"- Best essay on care of the teeth
-First, large tube Ribboa den.
For the best bishuits.-Alumi- tal cream; secor.d, small tube of
num stewer by Diuguid & Son; same by Colgate & Co.
second, sack of flour by_ Murray , Best parade by any school. Not
Milling Co. to be judged bynumber of pupils
Winner of 100 yard foot race. but by attractiveness or novetty.
-First, football by Dale & Stub-
blefield: second, knife by Sexton
Brothers.
Largest number of goals out
of twenty-five tries. First,
$1 watch by Joe T. Parker: sec:
ond, box of stationery by Hol-
land-Hart Drug Co.
Best recitation by girl 6 to 8
years old. Velvet cap by Mrs.
M. L. Wells.
Beet recitation by girl 8 to 10
years old.-Gold ring by H. E.
Bailey, the jeweler.
Beet speller.-If girl, $1 water
set; if boy, $1 knife; second, if
girl, Penslar toilet water by H.
P. Wear: if boy. $1 cap by T. J.
Stubblefield.
01, Best boy speller 6 to 8 years of
age. Raincoat by Sledd & Co.
Best sight reading.-Books to
both boy and girl by Johnson &
Drool.
Beat crochet yoke.--4 bails of
$1 by L. Y. Woodruff.
•••"'"
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11 and it is estimated that 10,000
- persona were present. More
crochet thread by Johnson
then fifty schools were dismissed: A
Broach. -throughout the county and the
t F teachers and children were ad. this particular time. It appeals to u. that aside from Polk--Best tattierplece.
9 o'slock to reeve the report of
the resolutions committee.
Folkriving is the. official grand
jury order or call made by Judge
William Reed:
"In the matter of lynching of
two negroes on Oct. 16, 19W:
"Whereas, on the morning of
the lilth day of October, 1916, a
number of armed men with ng_en pit-
balls tatting thread by johnso 
iiur 
nlintteli fres. -La Center Attvanwtots andirtms-fmmsetttliettiseteter Leal complexion that the matter might involve, it would be par
& Broach. Last week, over the protest or into a mob and assembled them. o ,Best dress made from Pgrial, the chief boss, assistant editor, selves together at and around 
business judgment t change the administration of national affairs: 
pattern and worn by the maker I reporter and mechanical foreman the county jail of McCracken 
under existing circumstances.
to the fair. Pictorial Review of the shop, the editor of the county, and then and there with 
That very briefly Is an honest, personal conviction publicly
one year by E. B. Holland & Co I News took a couple of days off force and violence broke said expressed. Now, another matter that confronts our local affairs. 
Hest singing by any school. to attend the "great and only" jail and took therefrom a negro Is the question of voting an additional indebtedness upon the towns, 
First, $5 00 by S. H. Deer; sec- Calloway fair. One not amis. named Brack kinley, confined of Murray of $20,000 with which it is proposed to install a munieis
ond, $3.U0 by R. E. Broach. tomed to working all day and a therein under indictment charg- pal lighting plant. No, honestly, we cannot believe that the peo.Best display of home econom., part of the ;light from one year's ing him with the crime of rape
tea done in ;school mom...Coal end to 
pie of Murrerwill burden this little city with a bonded indebted-another would scarcely un- upon the body of Mrs. Etta Rose
oil stove by Standard Oil C derstand the pleasure it affords a white woman, and hung, shot 
new, of approximately $15,000 under existing conditions. With a
Youngest child attending fair to be one among the throng at 
and killed said negro _and then tax rate already high, with streets that are an abomination, the




-First, $10 00; second, $5.
Best essay on our weed pests
and how to exterminate them.-
First, $2 savings account by the
First National Bank; second, tie
by Graham, Miller & Owen.
Pupil writing the name "Mur-
ray Furniture & Undertaking




c e pond. $1.50 by Murray school. thusiaaticly supporting it. Every sumed in the investigation of. Best mop of Kentecky, coun-, attraction was clean and free
ties defined.-Brouch by C. A. from vice, and strictly first class, 
offenses generally against the
laws of the commanwealth, andSingleton, Hazel. i They all have the spirit up there proper time and opportunity can-Best lecitation by by under 8 too. We were greeted by fully
years of age.-Knife -by W. A.,!50U persons, who said they were 
not be given by it to the inves-
tigation of the matters here re-Baucom, Hazel. .. 'glad to have us with them at this ferred to; hence the court is ofBest illustrated story.-$1 by I fair. Benton Tribune-Democrat
W. T. Daugherty, Hazel. 
the opinion that a necessity and
an emergency for a Special grand
of age.-t1 by C. C. Orr, Hazel:
Best story by boy 6 to 8 years SPECIAL ,8RAN0 jury has atisen, and such is now
declared by the court, and the_ Best:map of -North and South sheriff of this county is now or-America.---Bottle toilet water by d to 24 citizens of
Buster Brown watch. - O. T.
Hale & Co.
Best buttonholes. Pair but-
tonhole scissors by Sexton Bros. the many enjoyments these an.
Best colt raised by  a schoolitival occasons afford. H azel
y. -$2 °O. Nit ves. 
_
Best and most prletkat Owl Wiultad-the pleasure of attend.
of woodwork. - $1.00. in the new Calloway County
• Best map in relief made of Fao. at Murray last Friday. We
salter other similar material,- I saw more people in the fair that
$1.00. day, than we ever saw in anx
44.4111+0+0+0+40+0+044Mt+44•11+411 i'll+al.it+4144•41+41441tabeela+111+111441.
Don't Bankrupt Our Little City t
1111+ 1111+ 1114 lei 114.1S+114.194 • le+ Iffle. 11+110+1114-1141,4111/411+1114 514
From a personal viewpoint, we cannot admit that it is a par-
tisan or prejudiced viewpoint, it would be almost criminal to
feat Woodrow Wilson for the presidency of the United States at
in the mellow reys of the fair and possession another negro i many other public improvements of greater importance, it wouldOctober suns to meet old friends not confined in said jail or char- be almcst criminal to inflict this burden bon our town at thisand.to make new ones a few of ged with any crime and likewise
hung, shot and killed him and time.
then burned his body; all of The argument that alight plant will add to the revenues of
which is and was a flagrant vioe Murimy Ii not-based upon facts. Wii have not paid ogle cent of
lation of the laws 01 the corn' the $23,000 voted to install waterworks, but, instead, we are rob.monaeilth of Kentucky and in bing the general expense fund of the city, together with a burden-defiance of the peace and good
order of the state and of Mc- some privilege tax on every 1. siness occupation in the city, to-pay
Cracken county: and whereas no interest on these bonds and meet the legitimate expense, of the
regular - grand jury under the city's Rost rnment.Beet chorus, 12 years and-ons,other fair, save the State Fair at 
1a,v can D 
. •
e We have a lighting plant and if any of its many owners everder. $2 50. --Hazel School. . Louisville. The managers of the 
eymosneled until th
- January term, 1917, of the Mc- made a fortune out of it we fail to be acquainted with them...Beet declamation by boy . of new. Calloway Counly Fair are -
lot or 2nd year high sehoso.-: keeping in close touch with- the tsracken circuit 
court at which.
jury . We're going to admit thiit lots of us felk .vs who were reared =-
First, $3 by Hazel school; see. country people and they are eri- 
term the ti -orsuldssrand
d • ' !I be der the glare of a tallow•dip candle or grease lamp sometimes find
fault and raise a terrible howl when the "lights go out." Admit
'that our prem. t lighting system is not the beet, what assurance
have we that • .! town can do any better with such a plant than
e-'
individuals have in the past? The installation of a municipal
lighting plant increases the number of political jobs to wrangle
over, aid in whose keeping the management is often placed is
incompetent hands.
Take the taxable wealth of the city, the tax rate, the necess-.
ary expense of the city's government, and make some figures for
yourself and see if you can find where Murray would be justifiable
in contracting an additional indebtedness of $20,000 for a  lighting
-.1. T. Turnbov.T. Hazel. • plisnt. We hasreireirrittlerior streets in Murrays_amtl the Ledger
Best drawing by girl under 16 
thia county for grand jury sets
1, vice, whose names will be drawn I will support a bond issue for their improvement; we have made'-years of age.-Auto veil by Mies from the jury drum wheel of quate school facilities and the Ledger will support a bond issueHaley, Ilszel. Paducah, Ky., Oct. 21--A this county by the court, and a for a high school building; we have inferior roads in CallovrassWinner of foot race, boys un- special grand jury was ordered; list thereof made by the clerk ofder 12 sears: 100 yards.-First, i county, and the Ledger will support a bond issue for their im-summoned to convene Friday ' this court, to ppear in this
court on the 27th day of October provement, but we cannot believe the people of Murray will sup-
1916, at which time and from
,
p.ort a bond issue that virtually means bankruptcy for the city, at;
which liet, so far as can be done, ' te same time admitting that the financial success of such under-
knife by J. T. Maddox,. Hazel; morning to investigate the re-
second, tieiby J. E. Owen & Co. cent lynching of two negrees by
, Best recitation by girl over 12 a mob. by Circuit Judge William
years of age.--.--,Box of candy by. M. Reed yesterday morning, af- a grand jury will be empaneled
ter which the Paducah Bar As- to fully investigate the matters 
taking to be very doubtful.Darwin White, Hazel. .,,
The Lefiger confesses that its owner has not-made a fortuneBest bird box.-$2 by Murray 'iodation met and commended 'and things above referred to." *but at the same time we must coefeas that we do not believe those
Teachers' Association, fellow citizens of his who have been successful in business affairs
will cast their votes to place upon this town a debt of approxi-
schoo.. the action of Judge Reed. Sher-
Best essay on chicken raising if Allen wai ordered to summon
by girl urder - $3- pair shoes twenty-four citizens for jury I
by Ryite & Sons Co.
Best' loafsake made with Cal- 
service, and this special grand! The following is the program mately $45,000 for something that we already have.
umet baking powder.-Can of 
jury will start its work Friday;to be discussed at the Harris The Ledger has always been an advocate of public improve'-
Cahlinet and domestic science  lynching of 
to investigate the Grove Teachers' Association, 
Brack Kinley, negro, Saturday, Nov. 4.
ment, and is still an advocate of all measures essential to the we!-.' 
book. fare of the citizenship of Murray and Calloway county, but its ed-•
Best layer cake made with Cal- 
under indictment for criminal I Devotional Exercises Colman
assault upon Mrs. Etta Rose, a Overbey. itor will not vote to place this burden on Murray at this time.,,
umet baking 'lower. -Prize same white woman, and Luther Dur- I Welcome Address-Miss Mat-. We would advise every taxpayer to consider this problem ter--
as the above. rett, negro, who made threats tie Myers.
1
iously before casting a vote, at the same time remembering that, Best biscuits. --Same.
Best cake any kind.-Same. 
against white men in the mob, Response --George Hart. our needs are many and our revenueilimited. Elsewhere in this
on the morning of Monday, Oct- Best Ways and Means of Pro-1issue of the Ledger is an article contributed by a thinking taxpay-ober 16, 1916. moting the Interest of Educa-
The Paducah Bar Associaon tion-G. R. Haley. er te which your attention is directed. It is tilled with splendid
met yesterday morning, with its Needs of Better Rural School argument and is deserving of careful thought.
president, Judge James Camp•lEducation Dolphus Butter-
bell, presiding. Attorney Ch worth. s +
K. Wheeler was the first speak- The Improvement of Teachers
er, he denouncing mob violence -R. E. Broach. 1 + Candidacy of:fudge C. H. Bush tr*b. .
and urging that every effort be -Cunningham Quartette.
I •rilt+lit+11:441t-Hiti•Vt•Hltfet+IR+St+IIR44R+1111•1141P4Ot44;+11;141t- --Nit- 4•It+St44R+R-Fitillt+St-fr
+
made to enforce the law. He Noon I
lauded Judge Reed for calling How Conduct the Moonlight Judge C. H. Bush, of Hopkinsville, made one of the mostthe special grand jury together. School-George Parker. ;splendid democratic speeches here last Monday afternoon that hasJudge E. W. Bagby was the! Co-operation of Parents - Prof. been delivered in this county in a long time. He was heard by an
audience that taxed the capacity of the court house. Judge Bushnext speaker, he closing with J. W. Jones.
the motion that a special corn-I To What Extent Does the Pro- is a candidate for circuit judge of this district to succeed the sate
uii zrmittee be appointed to draft gress of the School Depend on 1 Jpudt;sliecaJn.,To.f Haonpbekirnysvainilde.is 
opposedTbheienogificef irbcyu ill! 
jr. dSge. T s. Fruit,n  ma
resolutions endorsing Judge' Playground-Herbert Brinn.
Reed's action. He was seconded What Steps to Take in a R.eci- respects the most important political office within the gift of the
Best copy book.- $1 by Post- b 
 J
people, and only learned lawyers, clean, honest men should be ele--
master K. Robertson. 
Col.his K. Hendrick, after tation-Mrs. Lois Watertield.yt`
Best essay on How can I be- 
which Attorneys Sam H. Cr058-1 How to Secure Better Atten- vated to the bench. Judge Bush is one of the ablest jurists in the
.entire state, is clean, a christian gentleman and in his keeping
come a better citizen."-Fi - Lovett. M. E. Gilbeet, W. A. Means of Securing Good Order t 
land, Hal S. Corbett, John G. dance-C. A. Hale.
and in his courts can the people confide, realizing that their lives
$1.50; second, 50c by Mothers
I
Middleton, Oscar Kahn, John Willie Milstead. and their property when at trial will receive absolute justice. It
..
IClub. is admitted by everyone who knows Judge Bush's opponent, Mr.Nicholaon and David Browning The Value of Grading Proper-
Fruit, that he is a man of very ordinary legal knowledge and lim-
and seines were destroyed by five' The motion was carried by a Remarks By County Superin-
ly-Nolan K.
right gentleman, it would be almost a calamity to elect him dr.-
Kentucky 
$3,000 worth of fish nets all made speeches.
ited practice as an attorney. Admitting that he is honest, an up.
deputies from the office of the rising unanimous vote. Presi- tendent.
cuit judge of this district Voters, regardless of your politicalFish and Game Ward- dent Campbell appointed Attor- We are anxious to. have each
en, at Frankfort, Ky., during a neys Bagb3, chairman, Hendrick, subject discussed and that every faith, think seriously before you vote in this race. Don't make a
raid which covered more than Wheeler, Corbett and Crossland teacher attend feeling the hear- farce of the courts, the protection of your lives and your property
200 miles along the shores of on the committee. ty welcome extended,to you by is placed in the keeping of this tribunal, and it is your duty to
. elect only capable men and learned lawyers to the place. Vote for
again Dweek.
Green river during the past ' The bar asso4tion will meet the entire district.







THE constant growth of our b
usiness in connection with the cutting off of our present location by the 
pro-
posed new railroad, crossing Broadway near he market, makes it necessary for us to 
secure a new home.
We have been fortunate in obtaining control of the building occupied by J. A Rudy & 
Sons for the past
twenty-four years and which we will occupy-after January 1st, 1916. 
•
„ We secured-this building at an exceedingly )osir rental. This vantage, combine
d with increased Space,.
will permit our doing a larger voltime—o1b-tigin6ts Without any additional expense—thef
ety enabling us to
• Give Better Values and Better Service Than Ever
To faciliate moving to our new hothe after January 1st, we are compelled-to seltthe-bulk 
of t
mous stocks-on hand and in course-of-manufacture. For this reason we have inaugurate
d at our present
(old) location, a
• TREME US REMOVAL
This GIGANTIC SALE will embrace our present stupendous stock and all merchandise on con-
tract for future delivery, making approximately a combined stock of
Oik
One Hundred and Nine Thousand Dollars Worth of Desirable, Dependable CLOTH-
ING, SHOES, HATS and FURNISHINGS for MEN and BOYS




EVERY GARMENT and EVERY ARTICLE Will be Sold at REMOVAL SALE PRICES
It will pay you to buy all the goods you need for two years to come.
THIS WONDERFUL SALE WILL CONTINUE- IN PULL BLAS-T DURING
October, November and-December
Additional bargains added at Sale Prices, as they. are received from manufacturers. It will be worth
while attending this great event as it will be years before such an opportunity presents itself again.
Removal Sale Now in Progress at
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 of premiu-ms offered. Addi- Best declamation by boy of new Calloway County Fair are,
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and the. complete list, will_ be First, $3 bi Hazel School.; sec. country people and they ure er:Wtelln d 
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Best loaf,cake made with Cal- jury will start its work Friday to be discussed at the Harris The Ledger has always been an advocate of public improve-
unlit biking powder.-Can of morning, to investigate the Grove Teachers' Association,
Calumet and domestic science Is nching of Brack Kinley, negro, 'Satttrday, Nov. -I,
as the above.
ment, and is still an advocate of all measures essential to the Seel-
book. fare of the citizenship of Murray and Calloway county, but its Ed-
Best layerlayer cake mhde with Cal- 
under indictment for criminal' Devotional Exercises Colman
itor will not vote to place this burden on Murray at this time.
umet baking power.--Prize same 
assault upon Mrs. Etta Rose, a Overliey.
We would advise every taxpayer to consider this problem ger-white woman, and Luther Dur-, Welcome Address-Miss Mat-
rett, negro, who made threats ,tie Myers. 't. iously before casting a vote, at the same time remembering that.
Best hiscuits.-Same.
Best cake any kind.-Same. 
against white men in the mob, Response -George Hart. :, - our needs are many and our revenues limited. Elsewhere in this
Best essay on care of the teeth obet.16. 1916.
on the miorning of Monday, Oct-, Best Ways and Means of Pro- !.issue of the Ledger is an article contributed by a thinking toxpay-
-First, large tube Ribbon den-- 
f moting the Interest of Eduga-.
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MURRAY. RKNTUuKY, THURISDAY. f H •PittER us, 191A SI.* 0 FirR YEAR
COUNTY SCHOOL FAIR TO BE HELD IN
MURRAY SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11
The second annual county crochet
school fair is to be held at the Broach.
_school _building  in hturray on
Saturday. November it. This
fair organized last year was of
such great interest to the schools
of the county that it has been
decided to make it permanent,
and this can only be done by the
proper support from the business
interests of the entire county.
Every busintss man should feel
it hit duty to aid-In-this splen-
did undertaking, ---T he fellow
who fails to assist in the ad•
vancement of his children or his
neighbor's children is failing in
his greatest duty. Every teach-
er in the county is urged to as-
sist in making this fair better
than the tele held last year.
. ge oe fund of the city, together with a burden-
terest in order that old Calloway Beat map in relief made of Fa:r at Murray last FridaY. Welprivilege tai Borne , x on every business occupation in the city, to pay
might forge to the front. If you !salt or other similar material.- saw 'tore people in the fair that 
order of the state and of Me-
'interest on these bonds and meet the legitimate expense of-tW
have-not volunteered to help. it-1-$1.00., ' - -.. 
Cracken county: and a hereas no
The New Calloway Fair.
,.
The Calloway county people
had a fair last'week what was a
fair. Friday was Children's day
anti it is estimated that 10,000
perfons were present. More
then fifty schools were dismissed
throughout the county and the the 16th day of October, 1916, al feat Woodrow Wilson for the presidency of the United Sta•es at
teachers and children were ad. number of armed men with pis- this particular time. It appeals to us, that aside from any polityBest tatting centerpiece. Four formed thertifte nmehax4,an otoor0000nool0000 g000l000tooToot000000toloo woo_  ___,mitted-fivero-looroustor AdykrItle tole and suns  balls tatting thread-5Y Johnson
Last week, over the protest or into a mob and assembled them • •& Broach. business judgment to change the administration of natioeal affaire
Best dress made from Pictorial the chief boss, assistant 
tditor,taelees together at and around
under existing circumstarices.
pattern and worn by the maker Lreporter and.mechanical -forte 
nanIthe county jail of McCracken '
That very briefly is an honest, personal conviction publicly
to the fair. Pictorial Review of the shop, the editor of the 
county, and then and there with
force and violence broke said expressed. ,Novo, another matter that confronts our local affairs.-
one year by E. B. Holland & Co. News look a couple of days off
Best singing by any school.-- to attend the "great and only" 
Inil and took therefrom a negro is the question of voting an additional indebtedness upon the town.
Calloway fair. One hot accus-. named Brack .Kieley, confined of Murray of $20,000 with which it is proposed to install a munici-First E 00 b S H Deer: sec- therein under indictment chem. pal lighting plant. No, honestly, we cannot believe that the pen,.
pie -of Murray will burden-this-little city with a bonded indebtecU - -
_neeroof approximataly446,000 under existing conditions. With -a----
tax rate already high, with streets that are an • abomination, the .
cryineneed of increased school roam confronting us, along with
Buster Brown watch. O. T. in the mellow rays of the fair 
an possession a i Lg. i many other public improvements of greater importance, it would
Hale & Co. October sun, to meet old friends 
not confined in said jail or char-.. , ,•se I be almest criminal to inflict this burden upon our, town at this
Best buttonholes. Pair but- and to make Oewfattes a few of 
ged with any crime and likewise .
time.
tonhole scissors by Sexton Bros. i the many enjoyments these an 
hung, shot and killed him and
The arguriteel that a lightoilant will add_ to the  town DP. Of 
_ Every pupil, -every patron, in • Best colt raised 13 a seror I ;Dual -occasion' afford. if ere 1 tile') -burned- him - 
bony
 *I °I 1 --
which is and,was a flagrant vio?.--Pihirr,ay-iiknot-based-opon--facts. We have  not paid one cent of .• .: News._ - • -- fact everybodyTio -expected tb -boy.-$2;00w   • , • I d• ewn't the $23,000 voted to-install waterworks, but, instead. we are rotS-, 'assist in thisonove to giveto ourt Beet arid most practidal piecel We had the pleasure of attend-. . 
lotion of the -Yaws Of The--
thread :by Johnson &
ond, $3.00 by R. E. Broach. . Wined to working all clay and a
Best display of home ecOnom. Part ef the night fronvone year's
end to another would scarcely un-ies done in' ;achool room.-Coal
9 o'clock to receive the report of
the resolutions committee.
Following is the official grand
jury order or call ntade by Judge
William Reed:
."In the matter of lynching of
two negroes on Oct. 16, 1910:
"Whereas, on the marning of
log him with the crime of rape
upon the body of Mii.-Etta Rote
oil stove by Standard Oil Co. deratand the pleasure it affords 
a white woman, and--hung,-shot
Yeungeht child attending fair to be one among the throng at 
and killed said negro and then
wearing Buster Brown shoes.- these great-gatherings, to bask 
burned his body: and custody
public schools an increased in. of woodwork.-$1.00. ing the pew Calloway County '111°"ettith KenttleitY and in l bing the neral ex hse 
day, than_ we ever saver in anyl -
defiance of the peace and good
- Tollowing is published a partial der.-- $2 O. ---Hazel School. The managers of the •
• regular grand Jury under -the city's government. . _
ienot yet too late. Will you help? Best'dfoirus, 12 years anod un. ot tv.r fair, Olive the State 1••air at,las/ can be ernpaneled the We ha;,e a ligliting plant and if any of-owneri - ever
who exhibits most letters from •
former illiterates. Prize by Mrs.
Cora Wilson Stewart.
The beat letter -from former
illiterate.-Prize by Mrs. Cora
Wilson Stewart. •
Teacher of moonlight school
oil reporting largest enrollment.--- Best story by boy 6 a-g:Years
Prize by Mrs. Stewart, ,_. .of age.-41 by C. C. Orr, Hazel.
Largest number pupils-attend. Best:map of North and South
ing school fair from any moon- America.--Bottletoilet water by
light school.-Prize by M J. T. Turnbow. Haoel.
Cora Wilson Stewart, BesOdraWing by girl under 16
Best essay an the value' Of a yeara of age.,--Auto biMies
business education. Prize, echo'. Harty, fli.ze.4„
arship Dratighon's Business Winnei°dilltriot race, boys un-
College, paducah, Ky. der 12 ears: 100 yards.--First,
Best loaf cake Fancy parlor knife by J. T. Maddox,. Hazel;
when so empaneted will be con• or the glare of a tallow dip candle or grease lamp sometimes find
le howl when the "lights go out": Admit_
The moonlight school teacherl Best map of Kentlicky, • min., attraction was cjean and free .
ties defined.-Brooch by C. A. from '.ice, an And first class.i. have we that the town can do any better with such a plant than'
Singleton, Hazel. They all have the spirit up there_. . 
laws of the cInnionwealtit, and
-Best-iecitation by boy under a too. We were greeted by fully.; 
protper time abA opportunity can- individuala have in the past? . The installation or a municipal
years of ege.-Knife by W. -A. 5o0 persons, who said they were in.° 
't t the " 'herienveres:,lighting plant increases the number of political jobs to. wroarkier
Baueom, Hazel. glad to have us with them at thisi t. -
It' oationglovfe
_. . , • t • f oVer, and in whose keeping the- management is often placed ia
tnheymiattoers
Best illustrated story.-$1 by iair. Benton Tribune- Democrat I 
(erred to. e the cou!. is o i . . , .
W. T. Daugherty, Haze 
the opinion that a necessity and incompetent hands.
.an emergency for a special grand ! -Take the taxable wealth of the city, 'the' tax rate, -the necess-
jury has arisen, and such is now; ary •expense of the city's government, and make some figures for
declared by the court, and the •ourse-lf and see if you can find where Murray would be justifiable
sheriff of this county is noW or- in contracting an additional indebtedness of $20,000 for alighting
LI un summoNED (;:heis county for grand jury Plant' red to summon 24 cens of , --We have very inferior- streets in Murray, and the Ledger
vice whose !whoa will be drawn will support a bond issue for their improvement: •we have inade-1 .
from the jury drum wheel of 'ciliate school facilities and the Ledger will support a bond issue
_
Paducah, Ky., Oct. q.—A this county by the court, and a for a high-school building; we have Inferior roads in Calloway'
special grand jury was ordered list thereof made, by the clerk of county, and the Ledger will support a bond issue for their IM-
summoned to convene- Friday this court, to sppear in this provement, but we cannot believe , e people o urray will. sogomorning to investigate the re- !court on the 27th day of October
lamp by Beale & Son. second, tieZby J. E. Owen &. Co.- cent lynching of two negrces by '1916, at which time and from port a bond issue that virtually means bankruptcy for the city.. it
To the pupil who has the best Beet recitation by girl over 12 a mob by Circuit Judge William i' which list, so far as can be done. the same time admitting that the financial success of such under-
attendance record; fewest days years of age. -Box of candy by M. Reed yE;aterday morning, af- a grand jury will be empaneled -- • 
.
absent during that time Darwrn White, Hazel. - ter which Lhe Paducah Bar As to fully investigate the matters, 
taking to be very doubtful.
The Ledger confesses that its owner has not made a fortuneof Tess and Ted shoes by Wad- Best bird- box.-$2: by Murray soCiation Met and commended 'and things above referred to." *
lingto & Co. school. the action o Judge Reed. Stier- i 
. but at the same time we must confess that we do not believe those
iff Allen woo ordered to sum n O,s - Teachers' Association. - fellow citizens of 
his who have been Successful in business affaiiiFor best kept school &use and . Best way on chicken raising
grounds.-Pi rat, $2.50 by Mr. 1 by girl lawler 12.-$g Pail' shoes- twenty-four. citizens for jury ': - will cast their votes to place upon this town a debt of approxi-
s Clark, representing Green Seal i by Ryan &--Sons Co. service, and this special grand , The following is the program mately $45.000 for sodiething that We already have. !
+11+st+st+st+st4044s+vt+stfit+is OP +lit fit +0 +0 +0 40+0+0 +It +ft+ 11.+St+•+110
I Don't Bankrupt Our Little City
_441fr+is+040+1010+11H41+04 411411144111144040+1.41e+1,+114104 11+14+04 is+ 04-
- - -
From a personal viewpoint, we cannot admit that it is a par-
tisan or prejudiced viewpoint, it would be almost criminal to do-
January term, 1a17, of The Mc- nmade a fortune out of it we fail to be acquainted with them..
paint; second, quart of Green
Seal paint by Irvan & Hughes.
For the wagon containing the
largest number of pupils unload-
ing at Brisendine's store.--Han-
dkerchief for each pupil.
Best essay on sanitation in the
school room.-$2 00 by Dr. Will
Mason, Jr.
Best essay on crop rotation.-
$1 by L. Y. Woodruff.
For the best biscuits.-Alumi-
num stewer by Diuguid & Son;
second, sack of flour by Murray
Miliing Co.
• ' . •
SPECIAL GRAND
'Burned in -the inVestigatioo of fault and raise a terra)
offenses generally against, the that our present lighting system is not the best, what assurance
-First, football by Dale & Stub- First, $10 00; second. $5.
blefield: second, knife by Sexton Best essay on our weed pests
Brothers.
Largest number of goals out
of twenty-five tries. Firs t,
$1 watch by Joe T. Parker: sec-
ond, box of stationery by Hol-
land-Hart Drug Co.
Best recitation by girl 6 to 8
years old. Velvet cap by, Mrs.
M. L. Wells.
Best recitation by girl 8,0' ro
years old.-Gold ring by H. E.
Bailey, the jeweler.
Best speller.-If girl, $1 water
Bet; if boy, $1 knife; second, if
girl, Penslar toilet water by H.
s.•
and urging that every effort be Cunningham Quartette. +
apd how to exterminate them.- 
made t5-enforce the law. He' Noon
Judge C. H. Bush of Hopkinsvill-e, made one of the mostFirst, $2 savings account by the 
lauded Judge Reed for calling' How Conduct the Moonlight-
-First National Bank: second, tie 
the special grand jury together. ' School-George Parker.
been delivered in this county in a long time. He was heard by an
splendid democratic speeches here last Monday afternoon that has
•
by Graham, Miller & Owen. 
Judge E. W. Bagby was the Co-operation of Pvents t'rof.
audience that taxed the capacity of the court house. Judge Bush
Pupil writing the name "Mur- 
next speaker, ' he closing with J. W. Jones.
the motion that a special COM- i To What Extent•Does the Pro- is a candidate for circuit judge of this district to succeed the late
Co." best.-Fountain pen by the 
mittee be appointed to draft gress of the School Depend on JpoudbgbeoaJo..To.f Hilaonpbekiroyina.inilde.is Tbbeionogffiopposedi rbeso• i Mt 
judge 
dSg. eT i. s Fruit,i   
many 
r e ray Furniture & Undertaking
company_ 
resolutions endorsing Judge Playground-Herbert Brinn.
.Best copy book.- ri,'1 by Post- 
Reed's action. He was seconded i What Steps to Take in a Reel- irpeospeitc.tsatnhdeomnio}s.tleianrIponerdtalanwt ypceirlsit.icalelaonffi, ce withinmnetnieshgift
be etihte- -
master K. Robertson. 
by„Col. John K. Hendrick, after tation-Mrs. Lois Watertiektf
Best essay on "How can I be- 
which Attorneys Sam H. Cross-1 How to Secure Better -*Atten- vated to the bench. Judge Bush is one of the ablest jurists in the
entire state, is clean, a christian gentleman and in his keeping
come a better citizen."-First, 
land, Hal S. Corbett, John G. dance-C. A. Hale.
Lovett, M. E. Gilbert, W. A.I Means of Securing Good Order and in his courts can the people confide, realizing that their lives
and their property when at trial will receive absolute justice. It
Club. 
Middleton, -Oscar Kahn, John Willie Milstead.$1.50: second, 50c by Mothers
Nicholson and David Browning, The Value of Gra,ding ?roper- is admitted by everyone who knows Judge Bush's opponent, Mr.
About K1,000 worth of fish nets all made speeches.
Duiphus 
Candidacy of Judge C. H. Bush I
r+P.44!.+11P.4•111440.44!+ti-IIP -I-R+R-FIR4-R -141-14! +0.+10+0440+1014P +0+0 +IS 4-0+01.
Oki--Nolan K: Fruit, that he is a man of very ordinary legal knowledge and lim-
p. Wear: if boy, $1 cap by T. J. and seines were destroyed by fiie The motion was carried by a' Remarks BoCounty 
ited practice as an attorney. Admitting that he is honest. an up.
Stubblefield.
• Best boy speller 6 to 8 years of
age. Raincoat by Sledd & Co.
Best sight reading. Books to
both boy and girl by Johnson &
.1.17e4c1 ,
,
Bast r.rthet yoke.-- 4 balls of
•
deputies from the office of the rising unanimous vote. Presi-lendent.- :right 
gentleman, it would be almost a calamity to elect him dr-
Kentucky Fish a .d Game Ward-Campbell appointed Attor-i We are anxious to have each' cuit 
judge of this district. Voters, regardless of .yonr political
en, at Frankfort Ry., during a neys Boort*, chairman, Hendrick, subject discussed and that 
eery faith, think seriously before you vote in this race. Don't make a,
raid which covered, more than Wheeler, Corbett and Crossland teacher attend feeling the hear- 
,farce of the courts; the protection of .your lives and your property
200 -mites. along the shoreamaif on tpe committee. welcome extended to you by 
is placed in the keeping of this tribunal, and it is your duty to,
Oret"' • • l'ivers t-h e ' :-M&I.k4The)-beir assoc i a t ion 
-will mesit„ 'Abe, entire d istrict.
week.•
• egct only capable men and, Jearned _lawyers to the place. Vote for -
again next Saturday morning at • Program 




















The jolliest king in all Europe la
ohriatian X of Denitinrk. lie Is far
manned from the Hamlet huniorta-
listed by Shakespeare. Hamlet was •
morose sou of perienn -who lord him.
self in philosophy. Christium with the
nines of a giant, can Newt Out a muele-
hall ditty with all die lustiness of a
enteettltkgrnt ittevedere.-- - - -
Christian can pull an oar, suing
a racket jump a hurdle. null a boat,
ride a horse, empty n bottle, and tusk"
a speech. H. is the moat popular man
in Denmark.
The king is a giant in stature. There
Is a joke in Copeuhniren, first cracked
by a jovial Dane, that when the king
gets cold feet in Deceenther, he doeen't
begin to emerge till May.
In his youth, the present king of
Dentuark spent Jenne time in a Jutland
garrisou, and made hinereelf extretnely
popuhir with the civil aml militury
functienntien by his politeneas to their
wives and his frienellinese to their sons an
d dnughters. Ik walt—t111 he still
tine dancer, and many stories are still curre
nt in Jutland of the demo.
crane manner in which he tripped the light 
fantastic with pretty pe•antint
girls on Midsummer's eve. He is a little mo
re sedate, now that he is king,
but the Jutlender); keep for him a very wa
rm place in their hearts. They
showed it when he becante engaged. Anxious
 to have him amongst them
again, they paid him a pretty compli
ment ,by building for him and his bride,
and preenetting te aim as a wedding presen
t, the mine_ of Marsellsborlr•
•
George Holden Tinkham is a
bachelor congressman from Boston,
noted for having the most horrible
signature in congress.
• When he 
signs his name it sug-
gests the signature et ii-careless hen
dashed off hastily in a radish bed.
Only once In his life has Tinkham
written his name in a way that made
it even half legible. That was when
•-Lo prepared a sample signature for
Cie purpose of having- a facsimile
mule to go on his official envelepe.
Tinktium worked for more than an
hour on that. And when he got
through It WEIS no more like his regu-
lar handwriting than if he had hired
a stranger to do it for him.
Aside from his chirography. Tink-
le= seems to be all right. There are
persons who claim to be able to rend
• character from handwriting. Sucir a
person would put Tinkham down for a
dissipated yegmnan. But he would do
the man a grave Injustice. The reason Tinkham wr
ites the way he does is
because he is eager to get at something else. He is
 a brisk chap; always in
a hurry. Nothing distreesee him so much as u s
low train, or, in fact, any slow
means of transportation.
Thskhanine habit of doing things at high speed i
ncludes getting dressed
In the morning. Ile dresses In such haste that he
 never knows just what he
has on until boars later. As a rule, thoUgh
, his sartorial layout Includes a
red necktie. He will wear a red necktie every
 day for two or three months
and then suddenly he will appear in one tha
t is bright green simply because
he found the green one first.
WILL DRIFT TOWARD POLE
Capt. Robert A. Bartlett, compan-
ion of Peary on the trip when the lat-
ter, with a negro. reached the North
pole, announced he has pledges of
M5,000 for a new project in the arc-
tic regions. Ile proposes to let a ship
be frozen up in the arctic region and
then drift toward the pole across a
part of the earth never before ex-
plored.
"I desire to superintend the con-
ntruction of a wooden vessel of about
350 tons, especially for arctic work,"
he said. "We would start in May, 1918,
northward through Bering strait; g
o
eastuard off the northern en 1st of
Alaska to about 130 west longitude.
:Ind latitude 74 or 75, or even farther
north; let the vessel freeze up and
go with the ice drift through the great
unexplored arctic melons. There are
more than 1,000,000 square miles oL
unexplored territory in the Arctic
@,
..,1,..,'• g• (L)NE ri s ST• •,,,
ocean. I would take only eight men-'
 -
with me on tins trip. preferehiy_ :lining c
ollege men. While we drifted we
wcuin take sounninign and else a deep-se
a dredge to gather the flora and fauna
from the floor of the Wean. Instead 
of regular steam engines and boilers,
requiring the consumption of coal. I will 
install a Boltinger crude-oil engine,
thus doing away with the neceesity o
f ennieeers and firemen.
'From my keewleniee if the arct
ic- renions acd the _currents of general
drift of the ice. I shoqid say th
at we wnuld drift for about five years 
before
reaching civilization again. tut we mi
ght do It in three years. I would 
provi-
sion the ship for-five or six yours, and 
that would be easy with only nine men
to provide for. The generatnrift 
Would le- tee the west. acd I should say tha
t -
we would eventually ciente out eitl
:er-tetween Greenland and SidInbonlien
, or i.
between Spitabergen aud Frant Jenn
l I.ar.(1.-
TAT MURRAY 1.1MORR MURRAY 1r"
TRAIN TODAY'S
BOYS,AND GIRLS
Children Are Neither Angels Nor
the Opposite.
THEIR CONDUCT IS IMITATIVE
At First, Whatever They Do be Quits
Without An Idaral Significance
alld Often Results From Pure-
ly Instinctive impulses.
Sy SIDONIE M. ORUENBERO:
nONALD and Louise, cousins self-
eral time' reinoved. were becotn-
lug acquainted for the first time while
Donald was visiting the. city with Ids
mother. They were getting along
beautifully, Louise's mother observed.
They were, phiyIng niAroad with .the
chairs and hassocks.
move that!" shouted Dosed.
"You'll get right in front of alitroln!"
Louise continued to sleuth the chair
against which she was leaning. "Don't
do that I' repeated Donald, with • lit-
tle more warmth. The chair moved
over about half a yard. Bung! Louise
rolled over as if struck by an uutomee
bile. nhe had been struck by Domini
instead.
l'p lumped the mothers. "You
nnughty boy!" came from both, as
though they had rehearsed for the
chorus. Lollifte did Elect :mike U demon-
stration of severe, suffering, so they
were able to give all of their attention
to the naughty boy. "Who would ever
have thought it of him?" asked the
girl's mother, not expecting,asu one
to answer her. And Donald :featly did
not look very vicious, with his pale
hair and eyes, and soft voice and
shrinking manner. Certainly his moth-
er had never thought him capable of
see violent and so ungallant a deed.
But there could be no mistuke; he
had pushed Louise-over very roughly,
very unkindly, almost Cruelly. And
Louise, standing by her Mother's aide,
a picture of injured innocence, was
absorbing the warm sympathy of The.
elders and gloating in the discomfiture.
of the naughty boy. Her mother al-
ready knew how angelic she was, and
now Donald's mother was finding out.
Donald's mother had always sup-
Posed that her child wile an angel too,
and she could not understand what
had huppeued to change him. A pres
-
tige of primitive superstition popped
into her head, and she reflected that
having been "too good" for so long,
he was about to even things up by
giving the devil the upper hand for a
while. Louise's mother did not seem
to'monder at all. She knew that her
child was one of the angelic kind, an
d
now she saw that Donald was one of
the other kind.
The fact is that Donald was just as
angelic as Louise, and just as angelic
as he had ever been. Louise explaine
d
that she had only moved the chair
;
vet Donald had not only told her—at
least twice—not to do so, but he ha
d
very good reason on his side. "She
put that pile of wood right in front o
f
where the train was coming, and it
would have been wrecked and all th
e
people killed." Any boy who would
Catherine Waugh McCulloch Of
Evanston. Ill., who is ore of the presi
-
, deatial electors on the Dernocrati
e
ticket In Illinois, Is the first 
woman
- 
sorecoenized In the history of eithe
n
of the historic -forties. .
She is a Inwye n profession, and
was educated at Rockford college an
d
at tile Northwestern rniversity l
aw
• sch4d. Admitted tn the Minds
 bar tri
1881, and to the Suite-me court of th
e
rnited Stntes in 1898, she Las stea
dily
won for hetteelf a high reputation for
ability and charsetet. Fes many year
s
tdie was in charge of the legislanv.
work of the equal suffrnentes of 
the
etnte, and legal adviser of the cat'eral
. organization.
Yearn alijanha-baceple-ir. Pettit* of
lttenp.7.11inutid exercised-the function
s
-or a judge. Tire be muclillaeretted
 •
ittel phlinntliringe artivittele-
and writes freely and- rowerfolly.
McCulloch, while ;mantled by
the honor bee:towed on her. 
neeepts It. riot in a }-ersonal sense but 
as a roc•
OgniUon of the new Inaportatwe 
gained by wolietti in Acaerican
begun b4. descent to perdition, no nun.
'tor whet you think of stnol.ing in gen-
Atha or of your curtains In particuirr.
On the other hand, when a little girl
begs for pennies to ghe to the blind
beggar or to the grind-organ man you
have no warrant for assuming that she
Is a natural-born philanthropist, no
matter what your views on charity,
Much of tne young child's conduct
rroults from purely instinctive im-
pulses. So every child will lie under
suitable provocation, without thereby
indicating a streak of untruthfulness;
or Louise may do just %%hat she is told
npt to du without yielding altogether
to the demon of unrighteousaess.
A woman. recently asked: "Do you
believe In the spirituul Interpretation
of child nature, or in the scientific In-
terpretation?" ATI quittleiti
that there is a conflict between' scien-
tific truth and spiritual truth. It Is a
mistake to assume that the lack of en-
tail "mpiritual" qualities is a "spirit-
ual" explanation of a child's conduct.
The scientists have shown that the
ability to choose one's actions, and the
consciousness of purpose and of conse-
quences, develop very slowly in the
child'e mind. Until there is connelons-
nese of tight and wrong, and until the
child is quite. able tee choose what he
does and whnt he dome not do, It Is
tun/leas to spook of the moral quality
of his acts, no emitter what their ac-
When a Little Ginl Begs Pennies for
the Grind-Organ Man, it Does Not
Mean She Is a Natural-Born Phelan.
thropist
tual consequences may be or bow they
harmonize with our notion of what
ounht to be done,
To say that a child's eonduct le un-
moral does not hike front him the' pos-
sibility of spiritual development. on
the ceinu•nry. the itesumption that the
.411i•
child Is a moral being would seem to
leave nothing for growth. The sense
of righteousness and the feeling of
guilt are not born in the child:, they
have to be achieved through triul and
nuffering.
Goes Through the Motions of Ligh
t-
ing a Pipe and Puffing Clcuds of
Smoke,
hesitate to use violepce in such an
emergency is not quite enough Of a
boy for the practical affairs of life;
When Lilt the facts in the case are
considered one is tempted to suspec
t
that Louise was actuated by the im
p
of perversity and that Donald wa
s
moved by a finer spirit. However, 
his
conduct was unbecoming a gentleman,
and Louise had only movie' the 
chair.
. It is still the usual thing to 
look
upon children as emboditneuts of 
one
or the other of the two conflic
ting
spirit of right and wrong. Too man
y
of us think that a child is either
 an
angel or re devil, and that our 
chief
concern in life is to adore these of
 the
second.
One thing that modern studies In
child nature. has taught ue is 
that
prune children are neither virtuous 
nor
eicked; they are not moral, and 
they
are n,pt "immoral." They do
 many
things that are qutte accep
table ko
older people, and even pleasing'. 
And
they de many things that are 
decided-
ly .objectiOnable.. But whate
ver they
do Is—nt tow It Orst.-withrnit lay
significance. _
Much of the yiiiiNg chirri ta con
duct is
Imitative. When a boy goes thro
ugh
the motion of lighting a 
pipe tend
putting cloudy' of smoke toward 
the
ceiling you cannot believe that 
he has
HER MOTHER LOVE SUPREME
Aged Woman's Pathetic Defense of
Worthless Son a Miracle of
Loyal Affection.
Joe had violently quarreled with a
woman, the proprietor of the house in
which his disreputable wife lived. be.-
cause she withheld from him a part
of his wife's earnings, and in the alter-
cation had killed her—a situation, one
would say, which it would he difficult
for even a mother to condone. But
not at mill ;-her thin gray face worked
with emotion, her trembling hands
restlessly pulled at her shabby skirt as
the hands of the dying pluck at the
sheets, but she put all the vitality she
could muster into his defense. She
told us he had legally married the girl
who supported him. "although Lily had
been so long in that life that few men
would have done it; of course such a
girl must have a protector or every'
laxly would fleece her; poor Lily said
to the day of her death that he was
the kindest man she rev knew, and
treated her the whitest: at she her-
self was to blame for the murder be-
cause she told on the old miser. and
Joe' was so hot-headed she might have
known that he would draw a gun for
her." The gasping mother concluded,
"Ile was always that handsome and
had such a way. One winter when I
was scrubbing In an office building I'd
never get home much before twelve
o'clock.---bat -Jos would open the door
for me just as pleat-cent we if he hadn't
been waked out of a sound sleep." She
was so triumphantly unconscious of
the Incongruity of u sturdy son in bed
while his mother earned his food, that
her auditors said never a word, and in
silence we saw a hero evolved before
our eyes; a defender of the oppressed.
the best beloved of his mother, who
was losing his high spirits and eeting
his heart out behind prison bars. He
could well defy the world even there,
surrounded ns he. was by that invinci-
ble affeetton which assures both the
fortunate and unfortunate alike that
wo are loved, not according to our
deserts. hut In response to some pro-
founder law.—Jane Addams, in the At
Definite.
Stringer—How ninny machines pass
here a day?
Fanner—I .coiddn't tell ye, exactly
sir!
Tourist—Oh, shout how many?
Farmer—It all depends.
Tciurist—Well, on the average?
Farmer—Well. tetraeger, the average
varles.—Gargoyle.
Another Objection.
"Then you didn't take the house?"
"No."
thought i just suited you.
hid eliviiirh' elosets;sivrtght rooms an
d
all."
"It did, hut may wife thought le
 was





Coats for the Small Girl Are 
Shown in Great Variety 
and Are
Made in Ma.iy Materials—Cap-an
d Muff to 
Match—New




Julia liottomiey is recognised a
s one of
the but Inftwnted women's fa
shion writers
in the Unites suites She knows 
•sactn
the needs and desires of women 
In the
Man towns and country, for not 
many
years /tiro she conducted a drassm
asinst
and miltinery shop In a little di
) In Colo-
rado And the' articles she .
tattpare• for
us arlewiri!e;n with a view to meetin 
the
rem I -Oleos -of- Wm
community Tile tawdry and extravssan
After reviewing coats made for the
email girl It seems that they range-
through us great a variety of mate-
rink. and almost as great ti violets
eif styles, as coatn for grown-ups. All
the suit, vioeilly goods, several fur-
fabric's and ',lushes. velvet in various
clitoris and all-fur coats promise a
season of rich and comfortable out-
door wear for the little MIS11.
It 114 a fad of the season to have a
hat or bennet and a tiny muff made
of the sumac material as the coat.
From top to toe almost .everything
small ladies wear is of one kind of
Moth. For trimming. narrow Landings
of the shorthaired and least costly
furs are used. Smocking and shirring
play important roles in making coats
of wool velours, Bolivia and similar
clothes and they are at their best on
velvet_ But emits of fur-fabrics or
plush, like that shown in the picture,
must be made on the plainest lines.
All-fur mate of white rabbit with
caps and Miffs to match make the
most captivating sets imaginable..
Baby Itunting'a father spends his time
to good advantage when he manages
to clothe his small daughter In these
ere tattoo with h
er. lAtailatS 
ahrtle••111
and.retall dreier, and 
manufartut.re ot
ennwee• •ppan I 
recognise in kite litot•
totnley en authority 
and the meter of 
the
;Adm.. Home Jotoot
il has ettiondled 
her
frequently She Is at 
present 41111411.1111
rtatur of on• ne
at' his fashion 
pertod eat,
le a regular iontri
but,,r to another 
And Is
fashion editor for an 
important nedepaper
syndicate. Mature the 
war Mrs meow-
iey went annually t
o the Paris fa
shion
eentet. and since the







snowy skins. Rabbit is frankly rab-
bit this year, and t\lstei T,le,ley. at
that. There are fascinating coats of
white brcuelclotli trine...et with batten
lags of brewn fur, and they are. quaint
replicas of models made for grown
people.
The. coat shown In the. picture is a
practical model of brown plush very
durable and warm. - flu se simple
that there is almost no neuron for a
description Of It. It has a turnover
colimer and cuffs of the satne, material
as the belt. .n0. slipa through
etrnret at the *hie, anelnidd silk but:
total  provide Hie means 6f frig ifthig-.-"
' Non that the waved und puffed tend
otherwise elaborated coiffure ltme come
hack, hairdressers appear to bet...erten-
mg under the spar of mew insplitatiosa._
They helve added coiffuree with 
exits
of teleran, other high unil stately styl
es
und are eihilWillg Ottle'rtt eine sma
ll
puffs alld 141'Seral sheirt curls pinned
at the eretWII of the head In the bu
ck,
tor thersi• 1%110 like ti Iti%t or hairelrees.
A • high celiffures there is 
one
design in which a band eel waved hair
et wound about the levied like. a %side
baud of ritibeer. near the. feri•Lemi. It
ullow ii few orderly' waves lend ring
lets to esettpe idiom the fnee. and the
buck hair is arranged in puffs at the
top of the. crown. This Is an unusua,
glad very finished looking hairdress.
A similar eiliffure is shown in the
picture. In this design mulll-rthe
is %%ItVell and the front hair is commits'(
back over a fouildlatlim winch raises P
net the. top of the. head. At the beet
tl cluster of curls Is pinned below the
crown and a band of waved hair le
brought across entire the nape of the
neck. It will be neon th:et ornatnenta
Inas are un essential part of this nett
fure—they finish and support it.
The coiffure at the left is much situ-
pier. All the hate isnmareetteet for ft
and combed toward the top of thr
crown.. It is finished in a email coil
OE-HAIRDRESSER
fastened with a shell eonili. This is
ono -of iiiriTiynnInTene Which ii side
part on the forehenel gives a youttn'ultouch.
-Berle likee it. •
&merle* it.
go It win go mertRY
It Met e.t1,213 with 1k' sautinc,1.
.Sijetnitist 
'Wrenn+wiktof • •
It wale* ft %Inert and useful all-remit' rig; .





























































GOOD FOR HUNGRY CHILDREN nEssERT oF main'
(ihttdren {eve Skinner's Mastareni MP
and Speahotti because of its delicious
' taste. It is good for them and you
con (tie them all they want. It in u
greet builder of bone and tuneele, and
does sot make them nervous and irri-
table Ike meat. The most econonacul
and nutritious food known. Made from
the Sated Purum wheat. Write Skin-
per Mfg. (Ni., Ouleha, Nebr., for beau-
tiful gook book. It is sent free to
otothers.---Adv.
Taking "Census's ef Birds.
The United Mutes biologic-ill survey
Is now making its third immtul count
of blebs, with the aid of volunteer ente
mention; all over the country. Each
eninoerutor uneertakes to count the
number of breeding pairs of each ape-
- rive found- -no -a relerted nrsin «via
to 80 acres, and the count actually eon-
in an 'alliteration of the mule
birdie found in the mune s.f u few
early merning revonnolmientieem. From
the figures thus obtsined extlimatea are
made of the bird popnlation ip the vu-
nous sections of the country. This
year the murvey Is lemming a 'ape-tint
effort to obtuln statistics frem the
aemiarld desert and monoliths regene,
of the Weet and abso fruits the fruit
districts isf the latrine vowel mid the
South Atientic and Gulf states.
HOW TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
Itching and irritation of the Scalp
With Cutlet/re. Trial Free.
On retiring lightly touch spots of date
druff,itching andburning with Cuticura
Ointment. Next morning shampoo
thoroughly with Cuticura Soap and hot
water. These super-creamy emollients
do mach to keep the scalp clean and
healthy and to promote hair growth.
Free sample each by mall with Book.




A fntellty of uncisilitilein esecurrence
took place off Buchle (Scotland) lum-
ber Route dayse ago. and the matter was
afterwards ventilated in court through
S prosecution instituted egaltist a Kell-
slier for tettettiptiel suicide. Many peo-
ple witnealusi the affair, among others
a lad of tender years named McWil-
llama. An onlooker litsully jumped its
and minted the drowning soldier, al-
though it was stated flint the latter
resisted. McWilliams, however, he-
enme so worked up with excitetnent
a14 he viewed what was going on In
the water that his nervous system
gave way. Ile fell down iii n fit and
stied on the spot. A peculiar fea-
ture of the matter is that the solelle-r
was saved and subeequently prose-
cuted as mentioned.
Them She Called Him a Brute.
*lee Jack, I expect I shall be aw-
fully Penned BOW:. siiiil OW young wife,
it hen idle returned from the dentist.
"How's thin?" aeloel her Ilueband
smrprise.
"I've Just had my wiselem teeth
pnlied." ehe mourned.
'Oh dear one, the Wets that wisdom
teeth have anything to do with wise
dons is quite abseird!" hubby reassured
her. If you iissh every tooth in your
head 'HOW, it coaldn't make you a
bit stupider than you are now. you
know."'
When the Home Team Lost.
"Charley, dear." said 3•oung 711ra.
Trirkinm. "do yese believe its going nc-
cording to the sill of the majority'!"
•41( 4-ours... Everybody flora."
"Then why elle stet the isiisehaii
;Ore try to make his &caseate (hat
way offenses. *.e
Class vs. Class.
"Well,lbere is one thitig to 1to prong!
of; we have 11111 1111.04 prejudices iii this
conntry."
-1I'm! I guess. you sere never
erreind labels three or teem 'aphis




and good digestion go
hand in hand, and one
of the biggest aids to




wheat and barley food is Do
processed that it yields its
nourishing goodness to the
system in about one hour—a
record for ease of digestion.
Take it elVround, Grape.
Nuts contributes beautifully
to sturdiness of body and a
radiant, happy personality.
FaVilr,
daily ration of crape-Nuts
"There's a Reason"
sea
CHARLOTTES EMI TO MAKI Atii0
WILL SE LIKID,
Sponge Cake the Foundation ef Dell.
cacy That Is Worthy of a Place
on Every Luncheon er
Tea Table.
Charlottes. are easily made, and as
they can be varied widely, they are
worth arrying often. The foundation
of a charlotte is a case of sponge cake
filled with whipped crest)).
Ludy Meters or small sponge cakes
ER1_Dn. two, or idlees Of sponge cake
cut in itirrow tifftps, citn he used fair
the ease. The sponge mite, in what.
1% Cr term, Call be pittePt1 as a lining
to a glass dessert dish, or it con he
p1need in individual dessert giumeen.
Leidy fingers cuts he split umd piled
lug-cabin funhion and the &Teton put
tutu them. Gr the 'sponge cuke can
be put around the Rifles anti loottinn
of a mold and held In place with a
little Ittiblci geltalto. 1Vhen the geni-
e:I bunkum the creunt is put In.
Tele cemblnIng gelatin and ripougo
ridge and whipped cream leads to
much vnriety. Lemen, orange, wine
1,11,1 grupe•juice jelly are delicious used
its this way.
An for the charlotte filling of
whipped cream, that, toe, can be va-
ried. Stiff egg white's cun be foidel
Into whippeel cream to increase the
hulk tool make the mixture lighter if
tleirtrecl. 
The cream should rot he sweetened
too highly. It can be flavored simply
with vanilla.
Candied fruits can be cut into tiny
shredm and mixed in the whimsed
Crefl M.
Orange pulp tad into bits can be
mixed with sweetened whipped cream.
Stewed figs be cut into small
bits and mixed with the filling for a
charlotte. " -
Fresh berrieit of nay mut almost,
especially struwberries and red rattle
twrriem, can be mixed Into the cream
for a charlotte russe.
A Ent sponge cake elm he hollowed
out inuide and the charlotte &Mug
piled into the cavity.
Many desserts have Interesting his-
tories. This is one of them. But no-
body is sure of its history. The
Prench client that Charlotte de Med-
ici either originated this dessert or
that it was named for her, and the
English say it is a namesake of Char
lone, queen of George IIL
Hungarian Tongue.
Take n fresh beef tongue, put ha
stew pan with u carrot, an onion, a
clove of garlic, a bay leaf, a tea-
spoonful of salt, half a dozen pepper-
corns, half a fresh lemon, sliced, and
as much water as will cover it. It it
boil, then draw saucepan to the side
of the fire, senn:er gently -until the
tongue is quite tender. Take off the
skin and trim the tongue neatiy;
'strain mid reduce gravy. Mix a table-
spoonful of flour very smoothly with
two ounces of butter. Keep stirring
over the tire until it Is lightly !Drowned,
and steam a bruised clove of garile
in the browning. Add gradually three-
quarters of a pint of. gravy und when
quite smooth and ,thick stir in the
juice of half a lemon. Pour a little
of the sauce intre the dish with the
tongue, and send rest to table in a
tureen. Garnish the dish with parsley
and sliced lemon. Two hours to sim-
mer tongue. Sufficient for eight or
nine people. •
Marries and Cheese Canapes.
Prepnre the canapes by rutting slims
of bread bier an etch thick, then
stemping out two shut II resumes frism
each slice. Fry a light color mid spread
with the herring paste. Meanwhile
put about a cupful of leftover cheese
in a assiall saucepan and stand it In a
vessel of !soiling water on the stove.
Add two tablespoonfuls of mill: and a
piece of saleratus_the size of a small
bean. Stir frequently until it is quite
mmooth. Then put the pre-panel canapes
on a bakepan and divide the melted
cheese equally over them and put le
the oven about five or six minutes to
heat. Serve immediately on hot platee
Chocolate Bars.
One cupful grunulated sugar, one-
half cupful butter, two eggs beaten
light, one-half cupful flour (full mews-
ure), one and one-half tablespoonfuls
of milk, two squares chocolate melttal,
one-half cupful walnuts chopped tine.
Flavor with vanilla. Inder in dripping
pun. Cut into hors when done.
Eggs Baked In Ramequins.
Butter the ramequins and line with
bread crumbs, Break the egg and
drop In whole. Salt to mite. Cover
with bread erun!is. Add two table-
spoonfuls of milk and n small Jotaa. of
butter. and bake.
A Useful Hint
Let the kettle in- iv tech mush has
been cooked stand for five minutes
before taking up. Then na hard resi-
due will be left stleking to the bottom
of the kettle to be soaked off and
throw11 away.
To Remove Egg
ft when breaking eit0 into a 'bowl,
a piece of shell gets Int.) the egg just
touch it with the -half shell and It
can he easily removed.
hluetard for _tbs Han& _
flround neeitaril Is eeci4Tent -tot-
cleaning the hands after handling
(intone and other striag smeRiag
things.
•
Tits arvaasor LIDOS& MURRAY. IT.
SEE SUCCESS SURE
Democratic Leaders Confident of
Landslide.
Splendid Record ef the President Has
Wen the Confidence ef the People
ef Three important West-
ern States.
_
President Wilson's Western cumpalgo
inmesgerx gave taut an agreetthle sur-
prise upon his arrival in Chicago on
his way to Omaha when they In-
formed him tient u is riulsliitp uwaios
hint in the West in the election. They
told ,hltu that the Hemorrate will
nutubie vIctioliee In the states of L
Witidilitgton and Oregon.
At the clime of a day's fatiguing lour-
tie) on his first visit to the middle
West Meer hi« re:Haul:m(1ml, the prece-
dent Iletemel for tei hour to the paid-
tying reports of Senators Thotaus J.
weistern campaign ninnager;
Senators ahoilmbury and Hunting. Vele
ere-minion Ferree and Mrs. George Bum,
head of the wonnan'm bureau of ti.,
Democratic \Dentin! elimmittee. They
reported that u "big LietuocraUe .driVe"
Is leing made in every mate woe of
the Allegheny mountninm.
As I he preoldent's train haeked Into
the 'dation, Mr. Wilma' hurried to the
rear platform of his ciir to greet the
raliwny -trulnitien. whose entlitedastie
cheering tend noisy tempting of ion lllll ;-
tire whistle's greeted his arrival.
"WO!  with_yeu, Woody,"  yelled the
Arena of 13 passing switch engine.
A man in the signal tower eatted for
three for Wilson, and they were
given with lusty wIll, The president
waved Ids aeknosledgmentm.
From the platform of his ear Mr.
Wilson greeted the workers oho
erowiled about, and for more than n
gunner of an hour he grasped warmly
the grimy hands that were held filen
to seize his.
"If one-half of the reports evailitig
to the %velem lieteinunrtens are true."
maid Senator 1Vitimis, "a tremendous
Democratic. 1111141:41111l. Is ill1P11.1 of us.
We are making enormetts ',nine in the
Wien and middle West." Celle one of
the teas Mutes curried Isy Tnft four
years ago, natelairegon and 1Vitehing-
ton were placed In the Dettiocratir eoi-
110111 in the re-pert made to the presi-
dent.
Republican Leader for Wilson.
Former Republican t'ongreesinan
George A. Vearr of Maryland IBIS re-
pudiated the action of n group of Pro-
XreSelVeS Its his state In indorsing
Hughes, and has announced his inten-
tion to heartily support %Vilatai. Mr.
Penrr has beeti a leader in the Pro-
gressive imivement in NI a ryhaid and is
supported in his stand by many in-
fluential Progressives of him state.
"We were led to Ilie iiimintuin peak."
said .Mr. Pearr In an lllll hie new
allegiance. -nail Were given is glimpse
of tl... promised land. ‘Ve then saw
un idol :dashed to the ground und Mint-
tered. I regret that the Republiran
party has been delivered into the hands
of the Philistines.
"If Theodore Roosevelt was right
In 1912, he ought to have been right in
19111. In 19111 we were the militants.
We marched to the _tune of 'Onward
Christian Soldierse: we were lighting
the battle of Armageddon.
-The leaders of the Republinin par-
ty of 1912 are the leaders of the Re-
publican party in 1916. Do you sup-
pose that these gentle-men have re-
formed? Is Joe tantrum any difTvent?
Penrose, whom Wilson denotmeeel. is
high in the counsels of the Republican
party. T1te bun:lane whew Roosevelt
cimilemneil are still in saddle. In
1111:14,1s. Mr. Lorimer clone sithin -2.-
(00 votes of landing the congressional
nomination,"
)0ES NATION DESIRE WAR?
President Wilson's Solemn Warning, et
" What a Republican Victory
Would Mesa.
Prenident Wilson, os;r411klisx before
the Toting Men's; lanustue of I leteuertit-
ic Clubs at Sfutdowv Lawn. 'nig
Drench, N. .1.• September SW told thy
American people that tba—aatfou fneei
the mining of the Slays at the election,
November 7. The ehulee is: Elect
Wilson und emitInne the policy of
-pc-we--or, elect Hughem and Outage
Amerien Into war.
"There is only one chide.- as agnitint
peace. and that is war," muld the prose
dent. "Some of the supperters of
'hut flits' Iteptiblieun) party. a very
great Lindy of supporters of shut party,
etetvoicetily declare that they wafit
%%lir, so that-The eeriarn preopeels of
the stemma sit the Repubiliem party
I. that w• shall be draws, in one forte
or another. Into the embroilments of
the European war, mid that to the
memth suf me the tureen of the United
State:, w•111 be used to produce In Mei-
len the kind of law mei order which
;sense of the investors Its afeeleo cou-
Meier neat to their advantage.
"I de test Mel that attebody
ernitinel Is taken in respect of the pol-
icy that tisk country should pursue
wills regard to 'Mexico, except those
who have hitherto nctsel us the coup-
mann; for the vemted interests its Mex-
ico. The whole country Is acquainted
with the geutlemen it ho have been con-
gutted. There is no concealment, even
by themselves. whome attorneys they
nre. They have tsilked to me. I know
exttetly win:it they want. I have de-
range} -togtreett lir ttretrratutt now they-
ars. going where they think they cun
get it. Ansi there is every indication.
on the mil-face, at tiny rate, that their
calculation s-ell founded.
"T114. cimferenee which IN ISO M: held
with regard to Mexlean affairi* is VIII-
imcrasseil every day by the apparent
ialtiletier %chichi is being produces! Boit
limallity to Mexice in being tnitieti
upon by ors, of the great par-
ties. --Theae gently-met: piny ere/melte
these' ..Influenees eels Inartistic pur-
poses, hut it la ilitneult for all of us to
its, an, unit the one thing I want to ine
emplisimin upou in this connection I.
this: That a strent. futelameutal, final
chute, eith regard to our foreign re-
latIonshitas he to be made On the 7th
of November."
Indiana in Democratic Column.
Senator Thomns Taggart of Indiana
claims the Democrats will can->- the
Hoosier state loy 6ll.000. These figures
are being scoffed at by the Republican
campaign IllatlagerS. Intl it tallSt not IWL.
forgotten that the Indiana senator
-knows the state, like a hook. It
ivie: he who made the fat lllll propheey
when Harrison wits the Republiean
candidate for the preeiele.ney: "We
utlil beat him In the nation, we will,
heat him in the state, iv.. will beat him.
In \tart  county. Its the city of In-
dianapolis, anti in fact clear down to
his front gate." And the election fig.
tires showell that Taggart s as right.
A Wilson Advantage,
one of NIr. Wilson's chief :oh an-
tages has been given him by his crit-
11,.. In anseer es the deluge of eriti-
claw. verging into captioueness and
abuse. that has been poured upon his
head, he maintains an attitude of dig-
nity and reserve. of self-contidenci•
and discrimination in expression,
shit li adds more power to his words
I than sheer logic.
President Etiot's Testimony.
President Emeritus Eliot of Ilan-int
says the Demeernts, glidect by a pow-
erful lentler haw done more sloe.?
1913 than Repubilean nelministrittions
In live times that period. liarvard's
ieniesriteas president lass c now artived
at a position and at an age when to
find the truth and aid it constitute the
chief. chants of...Jiving to a right-think-
ing Man: Thebeleoeuld not be a better
oatuPalgts LlorAmeul. Qua Air. Ellut'S
article In the Atlantic Monthly on "The
Achlevemeete of the theme-retie Puny
slid Its Lender Since Mein+ t 1913."
0
.Kentucky Safely Democratic.
Hughes- tatinpuign chain:nth, Wil-
liam Willcox, mtartiel out by listing the
Democristic states of North Carolina.
Tennenmee nail Kentucky in the doubt-
ful celunin. Ho' ;wen gave up the first
two, and he might as well give up Ken-
tucky. for the Blue Grass state was
never more surely Democratic than it
I. this year.
If Wilson can carry most of the de-
batable. states having a Detuocratic
leaning he will have enough electoral
lind a few to spare.-Birtning-
ham (Ala.) Age-Heruld.
The laboring people are convineed
that In President Wilson' they hays. a
man V. his will see that they get what
he believe* ICI be th4.1r rIghtx, and they
are for hint. Hughes. on the other.
imild, has a record as governor of New
York ii Melt is net especially pleasing
to the workingmen of the country.
Then, he is not In the class with the
president In the matter of publie speak-
ing and writing. It Is becoming more
and more certain that the presidesa -
will be re-elected.
Republican Sheet Pessimistic.
The Terre Haute (Ind.) Star (lle-
publican) walrus the party of Hughes
that It "sill linve to get busy." its these
words: "The Lutist foolish thing the
Itepubile:liss can do in the present cam-
paign will Is to underestimate thO
magnitude of the job they- have 00
11211111. Tilt•If for November War,
In' reallZetl, but not unless ways and
111411114 are wisely considered and .a-
gacionsi siptilled. Their centempte,
ous attitude towani Wilson Is ne yet
a long- %% ay fnon wide popular ae-
ceptance.
"Vast numbers continue to look upon
the president an: a brave and sincere
man, humanly imperfect, perhaas. hut
In full eymplithy with the progressive
reforms of the hour, passionately de-
voted to- the causes -of democracy and
liberty, Realist's for. peace, flrinly act
against greed and oppression in high
places,--- some of these numbers, until
be won over or the battle is hest." -.
Which Policy Do Voters Prefer?
The Merrill (Wis.) liereld (Repute
ikon) says: "Mr. Wilson, in a nota-
ble speeelt. deelares that if Roosevelt,
or even Hughes followed out what they
are contending during the last four
years. this country would have been
plunged into war: that tie has se-
cured peace and prosperity with honor
to the United States. . . It is
up to the voters of the United States
to determine which policy they desire
to have carried out during the next
four years, and who shall be the presi-
dent to direct the uffairs of our na-
tional government and to protect our
Interests."
Secret of Hughes' Philosophy,
At last we bellex e al. begin to get
Camlidnte idea. It is that
everything that has been done. no mat-
ter how • wnrinly we may hay,. ap-
proved of it ,t the nine. is ti rting, evil
end epurione if It Was not done by
\Meech. Cannon, l'nft. Smoot,
linger. letftlinger. Crease mid Penrose
smiler the vegis re the O. 0.
Mr. Ilitglies' -‘ co trouble prow,
that a itinn inn get NA hennee enying
"seahing worth %chile Ise Ina tele trout,
W. L. DOUGLAS(,
"THE SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS 1114APIT"
$3.00 $3.50 84.00 14.50 111 $8.00 aernsVAIN
Saws Money by Wearigrgot V. I=
shoes. For sale by over alto.
The Best Known Shoes In Use World.
Nyi L Douglee name and the retail true is Bumped en the bas
wv Ma of all Ages at she faaary. The vela. o vamoose& amid
Ow wearer protectel spina bels poor foe inferior shoes. The
retail prices ars the owns enierywilisee. They oust no owes et Sem
hammers than they do in Now Yodt. They an always smith the
price laud for therm
"rhs quality of W. L Douglas pardon is guaranteed by MOM
A than ao wars everyonea in meatus' fine shoes. The smart
yhs we the leaders in the Fashion Connie of A/Batbsa..
They are mach in a well aipps.1 faun, as Seeekten, Masa.,
by the highest paid, dulled eho.mnekin, undue the duartion
supervision of asperiancsid men, all working with an honest
detereunetion to ma* die beat shoes fur dm paca that aresay
can buy.
Lab veer thee dealer far W. L. Douglas shoes.
—Hut esgptr Too writ' tho Istall-rea ware,
Write for Sepaiket aniptaisIon
çabom of the at madded ad Riming tar SIMIrecurs mall, pomege fres.
14/4
LOOK FOR W. L Doug-
same and the retail
stamped es the WSW&
Prasidatat
W. I. Doom's's *hoe Co., GracIstaa, Mass-
Boys' Mises
Iasi .• itsi airis
$3.00 82 & $2 00
land law's Freak.
When a Ita101- maw In a Mt. Lank
plant broke the other dny. arch
dent wms markesi by peculiar fra•
lures, -6 As the saw was cutting
through a large log it aerosol
a antkr that wits Imbedded In the
wood. awl Li" the band it site trtiVelltliC
tit tip..4•11 I% 114'11 it snapped,
one end et it entice eft ntel 'swaged
through the leg us if eliot (rote Is
essmien. This pile leas ritgla •feet itt
length feel leaf of it projected and
toe it none out in a curve, it is to he
surmise-el that the other half remains
smtlesti -Its ---thee.-14set the _ moue for
The oesenrrenee was no less unusual
than remarkable.
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CABTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for




Aeroplanes tire to he ineluded In fbi
equipment of All expioring expo-Mien;
that Is selling (Mt flout Itnelers Ahta
to study a little-know II region which
includes Mar 11111quitit, it lake haying
an area or some tom* manure wise. to-
ifsrl0 Mlle% northwest of
Bite-tem Aire*. It Is, the belief of the
exidorer that wit is iienoplitsiey. It WIII
be possible to secure poitorattule pho
topiplev elite!) eill prove itivniseible
lis mlietiving the toteserupity :Intl el
egruphy sit the cessidry.--Popular
chanicx Mniguzirss
COVETED-SY ALL
but possums& by few--6 assettfni
head of bait. if yours is etrimaked with
gray, or is harsh and stiff, you can re-
store it to its former beauty and Las-
ter by using "La Creole" Hair Dress-
ing. Price $1.00.—AdV.
- -
44.41 I "finer 
yon et er thiliimi troth
Economy With Caution.
In Use for Over 30 Years. econemyr
Children Crt for Fletcher'. Castoria
His Desire:
Militia.- Vetere tat, In the air where
yeti wanted In go. you've got more
than the vorrIts of your alone). What
more do you want,
Scared Passenger- I want the earth,
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE.
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of a
neglected cough or cold. Delay no
longer. Take Mansfield's Cough Bal-
sam. Price 60c and $1.00.—Adv.
"Some." replied -aesistur Sorghum ,
"htit alien -91 seines ?IP hunt IIIIg for
Voles. I distil believe In being stingy."
Weak, Pointy Heart, and Hysterics
can be rectified by taking Reoovioa" a
heart and serve sonic. Pries 'cc sad Si Ms.
Oeenxionally riches fly away from
an lionemt Milt! BIBt redact on the penal
erected by the other fellow.
Some men Invest in hair tonic as
motet as they begin to come ont sill
top.
Saskatchewan, Canada, offers an M-
ilting market for American clothing,
-groceries and maehinery.
CIIIila scolding Alves and
Plies, Granulated Eyelids. Pore sad Inisuned
Eyes healed promptly by the use cd 130214U0
JIVE SALSILIII.—hiav.
— ---
New York has 1,0011 Chinese NMI-
Juane scolding wires cause clubs. dries.
_
Thoroughbred!
It pays to buy thiarauslibirst 
cattle• 
-- and
it pays to buy tburoustilwati Outlaw —
OVERALLS,WORK SHIRTS etc of
Stifells
Indigo Cloth
eStandard for over 75 years
are every inch thoroughbred. Firm, strongly
woven cloth, that resists wear and weather.
Color that lasts as long as the cloth.
YOlfatiors tell the genuine
by this lode rnark
back of the cloth in- WOW Me
Look for it -- and you'll never be




disappointed in the wear of your working
garment that gives the wear.
J.L.STIFEL&SONS 1-44-tanirif by and Printers
WHEELING. WEST VIRGINIA
WO-W2 ebsr•-11 Pt Pan Irraiwisee PostalTel Itidg Pc Past Ileidt.aatIltde.
ra Idanset*t. Pi Jorrepaillo .1Sasi..n Bs *15g.
s•-to• .. 31 Sod f rd B&W ia..r.• l'oca-t'.. a 545 IPS 1 ! aai Hamm.. sid 5.4a.





Should Find Thu Equipped With
WINCH Ej TI
RIFLES AND CARTRIDGES
Such an equipment will inn.:ra. your suctess, as it has
thousands of other hunters. Den t take a Chance with other
makes, but Lake along Winchter Rifles and Cartridge-3—
the always-reliable Lind. Made for an kinds of shooting.
THE W BRAND BRINGS ROME TIER WIZ
I Give Your Livera Chance
Take a time tried and proven revcdy for Liver Cotuplaiats, Cost-
iveness, Biliousness, Jaundice, Kidney Troubles, Impure or Bad
Blood, .'imples, Indigestion. l suffering from these take
Or. Thacher's and Blood
Tear Liver awl Kiarseys art yeeir hest Ere-seeS yea bee, &MI ee•illc.itiss, ho'
aeelected tisey become rear meal ‘ackiereus anemia& It ro ere balsas es-
ellpalled roe *humid aneseEstely tette this east preparellose-lik and 11-all
•
flE 592 'At; ripg, ..e; 104 ph% 1.4t. pi% fir, .4°S. _fa pir. 5r4; fr: chsyri, pay_ a firS PP: 11: fop:, 'Ts% 9 A% Its pc 5 gar. 51,1; fritlet a
;111
• -r-ikr. it •
.kah ••••
•••• 1:k:g.ate ;







T H MURRAY LEDGER huei td_ et: it win, iity,
--E 1' won 20 Yea's.' SOLDIERS SOT RELIEFnot de-—
0. J,_ JENNINGS, Enrron.
•
Iblomal at the postodloo at Murray, Koutuoky, for tranitiLloolon through, Iii, snails ma secoud Oxus matter.
• THURSDAY. vw ront.: It 2d, IMO
Our Proposed Bond Issue.
'Before voting on the proposi-
to create the debt for an
-electric light plant for Murray, '
she voter should inform himself '
'41“:14-ef 41w-feett
I pendstest, on bow it is run and
under what capable manage-
ment. Second, what-amount of Boys on the Border Relieved Their
Pans and Aches W'th Sloan'
• Liniment
years the town of Murray will
not be able to take on any other
debt whatever. If there should
be an urgent necessity for addi-
tional public improvement in the
city during that period it can
the light plant, but we have no
assurance that any or enough
will be left to do that work.
Our council is overlooking the
fact that the people of Murray
are not able to pay much addi-
tional to the present rate and
especially for things that are not
absolute necessities. The town
has never yet created a sinking
-by contract." If the town fund to pay off the present debteryold want to contract an in- of $23.000,01 water bonds, issuedientednees of any sort for nee- a few years ago. This will haveease.aries or any public work, it to be done,-and another tax lev-+Cannot do so. led for it. Then we must take• 410w-the-bonds will career-the interest and a sink--payable in 20 years, so for 20
I not be-done. Offrptiblinen1
Th Ksntuck; Constitution needs attention and general san-
..nrohtbits attowns of the four:h itation. Surface privies (the
4111114 (the chow Murray is In) worstsources of disease in, the
:roma having an indebtedness, all world) are still scattered over
:old, of over 5 per cent of the the town, our present sewer
tasable va uation of all its to`01). system being inadequate and
'ertn. This includes the old debt confined to certain localities.
as well as new. The tux value- I Oqr water system-to-yet n come"
Ilse of all property in Murrak' plcte. It is said the council la-
ast year was about $900.000; tends to use for the water Nye-
ive per cent of this would be tern "what is left" from buying
/U.000, or the amount of debt
-which the town can lawfully
tarry. Already there is a bond-
debt of $23,000 in water
'Nonds. This leaves $22,000 as a
Jos it of any-new- indebtedness, 
_After the bonds are voted no
ather indebtedness of any char-
acter can be incurred until they
-are paid. This means any debt
INIVEYOUWEAK LUNGS?
Dr> colds settle on j our chest or itf your
eamaisichial tubes? Do coughs bang on, or
Ire you subject to throat troubles?
Smith troubles shout,' have inintediate r
mestanent with the strengthening power.
ist oats Emulsion ito guard against ,
asamitnaption which so easily follows.
Eictott's Emulsion contains pure Cod liver '
mmk mrtaich peculiarly strengthens the res- 1
vsmatory tract and improves the quality of
lire blood; the glycerine in it soothes and 1
ads tbe tender membranes of the thromt.4
.ficiatt's is prescribed by the best special-
ities Von can get it at any drug store.
stott & B.ne. Bloomfield. NJ.
ing fund for the new debt of
$2A,000 if voted.
It seems to me we should pay
a little more attention and a lit-
tle more money on our streets,
as they are all in bad condition
and many of them worse than
country roads. .
So much for these things.
But there is another thing: are
we certain that a light plant
operated by the city will pay its
own expenses and the interest
and sinking fund required to
patronage it can command. As
to the first, statistic show that
nine-tenths of all new manufac-
turing enterprises fail through
lack of proper and efficient man-
agement. Can we afford to take
this. chance': As to the second, I
or matter of patronege, the con-
dition•which will aetually con-
front us is this: That Murray I
Ill have two  lIjhTplint.Ii!
_
operation. One a new one ready
to do business; the other an old
one already doing business, itsi
plant established, its wires con- ,
nected to the houses of the pecsi
pie. It follows necessary that a l
large per cent of the customers
of the old plant will stay with it.:
If Saner Competition mew* the
old plant can better afford to cut
the price of lights than the city
plant. It's running expenses
will be the same or less. These
considerations may not appear
to weigh much to the ordinary
thinker, but they are precisely
the things which caused the
committee of good business men
in Memphis the other day to rec-
ommend that the city should stay
out of the lighting business
when there was Opp mition from'
other companies. If a city of
over 200,000 inhabitants cannot
afford to do so, can Murray take
the chances.
For all these reasons It be
hooves the voter to think well
kefore he votes to increase our
taxes and our city debt at the
next election. A TAXPAYER.
Farm for Sale.-40 acres 1}
I miles west eif city limits, on pub-
ilic road, well improved, for sale
_ _
or trade.-J. F. Morris. 10193p
For Sale. —B i g Bone Poland
China registered pigs, 3 months
old, at $5 each Can furnish them
in pairs not akin. Farm 1 mile
north 'of Shiloh.--T. M. Roes,
Dexter, Ky., Rt.' 1.
Alarm as s Taken Market.
FROM SORENESS We predict that after the next
good - season, and tobacco- is
ready to be moved, you will see
the livliest interest in Murray
tobacco circles that you have
seen for many days. This or-
Once upon a time Norman ganization has been using space
June.. serving in the National in the papers for the put month
Gonrd at II Paso, returned to; orati; and hal-been aisuring the
camp after a strenuous 15 mile, farmers that Murray would be
hike foot sore and leg-weary. l second to none as a tobacco mar-
lie had not been long in active ket this season, and now we ere
service and his shoulder., baelt ready to make some Plain state-
-entS-4-tersber-frit the-after--ieffentr*tnnts- tit regard to Our ovrn •
ket, also give some Nelms in re-
gard to some other markets. .
I* We have it positively stated;
from the firms themselves, that
:the following will buy tobacco in
Murray the coming season:
Kennedy Tobacco Works. Grif-
of marching.
- Remembering Sloan's Lini-
ment, Jones applied it to the sore
spots and went to bed. He
writes: "1 arose the next morn-
ing feeling fine: in fart. I had
entirely forgot'. ti about lb,. hike
and -went out leis- a-foor-hour
drill in the sun as spry as ever."
Private Jones passed the ex-
perience along, and many a boy
on the border relieved the agony
of sprains, strains, bruises, in-
sect bites cramped muscles,
rheumatic twinges, etc., by the
use of Sloan'a Liniment. East•
fy- applied without-rubbing:
all -druagists, 25c, 50e and $1.00.
Sloan's
Linpzipmnt
Poland Chinas I have a num-
ber of full blood Poland China
Pigs. four months old and will
weigh aLt;ut 100 pounds. both
sexes and entitled to registra-
tion, for snip. Come and see
Ithem.-W. D. McKee!, 2 miles
Feast of Morriss-, on Concord
road. (These pigs have been vs-
cinated against cholera which
guarantees them against this
disease for life.) 10192
For a mild, easy action of the
bowels, try Dcan's Regulets, a
modern lnxative. 25c all stores.
iversal desire of all dealers
handling tobneete
County Development Alive attifl
H. G. Wadlington, Ct airmar
W. II. Finney, See.
Program of Callotyay Cruntv Medical
Society, November M.
Chronic Mastics lir. T. B.
House.
Apoplexy E. Clayton.
Old and the'New-Dr. G. A.
McSwain, Paris, Tenn.
Late Expansion of Old Ides.
or OrifIciat Surgery-Dr.-Si-R.
i11th & Pitt, J. D.• Rowlett. Swan
& Moore, T. P. Fenner & Co.,
E. M. Farmer & Co., F. B. Out-
land & Bro. Some probable
buyers are: Palmer & Brown,
R. Dowrs, Kentucky Tobacco
Works and possibly others.
This is a strong list of buyers,
and we think they are going af-
the weëdlnawiy that bap
prices will be paid, if not by one
of them, the other fellow will.
Hold your tobacco. Do not fool
it away before the markets open
for it. And on this point we
are informed that there will not
be twenty-four hours difference
between the time that -the mar-
kets of Murray and other places
are opened.
Just a word in regard to a few
loads of tobacco that has been
carried from this county to May-
field. We are positively in
on goo' authority, that the
prices paid in Mayfield for all of
this tobacco has been from 0c to
Sc for leaf, ar.d from 2c to -Iz'for
ur .
All the physicians on the coun-
ty annual program - wilt be called
upon to make talks on their re-
spective rubjects.
Morning session at lu o'clock:
dinner at hotel 12 p. m. Eve•
fling session 1 to 3 o'clock.
Cody Jones. Treas.
E. B. Curd, Sec. pro tern.
heavy, impure blo )(I makes a
muddy, pimply complexion, head-
aches, nasuen, indigestion. Thin
Wuxi makes -ou week, nide and
sickly. For *pure blood. sound
dtgestion. use Burdock Blood Bit.
Night studying means a try-
ing on the child's vision ea if
YOUR boy or girl complains
about his or her eyes it would be
a wise move to have U3 examine
the eyes.
CORRECT glasses,. if, fitted in
time, will save money, worries,
Jugs. pains and cost in after life.
We are also informed that
they are advising the farmers
not to bring them their tobacco
yet, as they do not want it until
it is in good kecpine condition.
In fact we think this is the un-. Orns- t; Weill 
We are especially equipped for
thorQugh examination and taking
exacting 'care in 'A IL details of
the work. Reasonable charges.
Optometrist
I .c7 'al '-'027:-: h„:• te, -, a A-- . • • . -a: •••••••....":4:44•7 V:, ''.110'PJF
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MWit-h its Patented Aluminum-Fused
Gopper-Bearing Flues
MMI•••••,1•• -,a/mr•mM •I 
Because it BAKES the BEST, is  Built the STRONGEST mid Lasts the LONGEST
`, We coidially irivite you to visit our Furniture Store during our exhibit of the South Bend, MalleableRange. With each rawe_sold during this xhibit week we will give-one fine et
HIGH GRADE ALUMINUM COOKING WARE, FREE
Ai rp rt from the factory will be with us one week to demonstrate this great range which saves 'fuel,k
labor and worry. Don't forget the date.
Beginning Wednesday, November 1st, and Continuing Until Wednesdq,,Novemb'er 7th.
•
hya
.1 %%X Sork Vik•-•W ilrr‘ :4 3 tk. *kin* SiFTDIFW 311 Vti 01F MIF MiFVErkW 3-0 3.142.1k ZiFiri
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IUGUID & SO Murray,„Kentucky'
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ence. Pony, buggy and harness.
This is a mare pony, 12 hands
high, S years ol I. perfectly gen-
St,e J. T, Waltic
—Dr.,. B. B. Keys and T. B.
House attended the annual meet-
_ A. B. Venable, Route 1. Cumb.ing of the Kentucky Medical As
so:nation at Hopkinsville this i Phorie.
we 1 Orvis C. Wells, the optome-i trist, is adding .a jewelry depart-For Sale.-50-acre farm a few:
• ment on the same 1leor with hismiles southwest of Murray, and
known at the M. C. Ellis place. , optical office in the Allen build-
For price and terms call on J. ing and it will beltnoven as .the
H. Ellis, Murray, Rt. 4. 10202 Wells Jewelry Department. Look
to spend his 79th birthday. He heighth if not in width. apporauner.t. Democrats snouldElder T. B. Latin ore of Nash- I lock are 
have their dial-hots;for his ads.
no b • overconfident. W i I sonJohn 'Me Daniel, sa yc-ara old. lived hi Stewart dounty for many; Clod Hopper. improved.sae, Tenn., is conducting a sef.;•
a nighly respected old gentleman years and stated to a Ledger rep-
, .
of meetings at the Water3
• needs every vote and old Casio-
ora, droop - ea ues.,resentative.tb at he was convert- 
Sylvester hlaking Geod. I We agree with Uncle Ezra on way's nisjarity this sear ehou'd
man and splendid congregations daY at,hji§, hone. while sitting Uri° -it'.1043 inc MAIM Georgia, Heraid,131 
doei, that the farmers
a chair talking ts his family. of last week says:
-Worth Careful Thought
Do you read the label to know whether
your baking powder is made from 
xrearn
e ssf tartar or, on the other hand, from alum
• t̀ir phosphate? •-•
Npyal I3nking Powder is made from
creaniI tartar, derived from grapes. and
adds to e food only wholesome qualities.
Other baking powder* contain alum or
phosphate, -br5t/t trnew—cirigtn-,--ant-
used as substitiltes for cream of tartar
because of thcir cheapness.
Never sacrifice quality and healthful-
ness for low price.
ROYAL BAKING PO RR CO.
New York
_
A400•••••••••••••••• °°°°° ••• See the finest line of caskets
LOCAL and PERSONAL 
in Western Kentucky at the Mur-
. y Furniture& UndertakingCo.
.'"•••••••••••• °°°°°°°°°°°° Beacom. Son & Young have
Star "Brar—iaitnd-Tramilton Brow
For Sale.--Exceptionally good shoe,. Remember, we bought
pony rat, months old.—H. B.
Gilbert. 10192p
If it's a coffin, casket or robe,
see our immense stock.—Murray
Furniture & Undertaking Co.
our fall stock early, thereby sav-
ing the advance.
For baby's croup, Willie's dai-
ly' cuts and bruises, mamma's
sore throat, grandma's lameness
Mrs. Crouch Phillips left the —Dr. Thomas' ElectridOil— the
past week to join her husband household remedy. 25c and 00h.
:n Pine Bluff, Ark, where "they"
will reside.
Paul Patterson and wife, of
Paducah, spent a feiv days of
the past week visiting relatives
in Murray.
C. E. Broach, an emplc yet Of Dinstcratic Ai/tomb& °waters.
the interstate_ Cusutnittem--
i mention, •Washington, D. C., A gigantic:parade of 200 auto-
, writ the past week in the wire; mubiles loaded with'iDemocrats
ty the guest of his mother who is planned for Friday and Satur-
live@ a few miles west of the day, Nov. aril and Rh. Prerni•
city. i nent speakers .from over the
Dr. R. P. Crawford and farnhy. State will go with us and the en-
of Hazel, Ky., and Mrs. Bettie tire county willibe covered.
Washer, of Kirksey, niatore d i With patriotic music, banners
over in Dr. Crawford's new Over. and flags flying we hope to swell
land ear fast and spenritly wove of-Democratic enthusi-
the day with W. It. Smith and'elm and national spirit.
family, of the Kyle neighbors These are to be the two big.
bood,—Cadiz Record. gest days for Democracy in the
ungs emanate Finis Garrett 
andthittcwrof Calloway:
w i of Dresden, were the guests, 
full of Democratic neighbors. 
We wan 
-
. s 9 en I your car
of Mr. J. P. McEirath and wife'
last Monday. Congressman Gatelike our program already publish-
rett spoke here last Monday at- ad and join us.
ternoon in the court house to one' Let this be your contribution
of the largest crowds
ling contest.
to your party in this most tra•epvaea scai
sembled to hear a
speech. —
Leighton Lucas, for the past
two years With the N., C. & St.
L., at this place. has gone to Pa-
Myers' Studio is the right
place to have your pictures made.
Although the cost of photograph.
iii. supplies ha aintost doubled in
the past year, I am making pic-
tures at the same old prices. p
If it's a good suit of clothes you Strayed—Grey horse, about 12
need, to get oureprice before you or 11 years old, 1 hands high,
purchase —Baucom, Son itir Young shod all sound, 2 good eyes, left
Cherry. last Sunday night. Any infor-
For Sale.—Cheap if taken at mation will be appreciated.—
Virgil Lockhart, Rt. 2. 10262p
Strayed.—Frorn my home 4
milts west of Murray, Monday
flight, Oct. lrd, one grey horse
mule colt, 5 months old. Any
information will be appreciated.
To the end that our plans may
be fully made in due time, and
that you may be furnished flags,
banners and suitable decorations
ducah where he has accepted a for your car, you are requested
position with the Southern Ex- to IMMEDIATELY drop a card
press Company. Isi tnighton is a --' or call on Wm. H. Jones.
Chairman Campaign Committee,very capable young man and has
Murray, Ky.
Route Four.
many friends in Murray who pre.
Id advancement.
'For Sale Now.—If sold before
t first day of November, I will
make special price and terms on
my fifty acre farm that lies with-
in sixty rods of the city limits
of Murray. For particulars call











Everybody knows" what that
• means —t lie staunchest, best
built, lightest running, beet
material wagon on the market.
Not all dealers like to handle it because it costs them
little more and they have to sail it lot a little mots Owe_
Wait •
We Choose To Sell
The Wagon of Quality.
W P believe we know what the people of this community went.while it t.onts a little more than others it is worth a great deal more.
Every Millburn Is Worth More Than It Costs.
• Iv. wurth white to buy right while you are Si if. Get the wagonthat is going to bvtlist you with tice settle& brealidowpoi sts,
-We have that wave.
COAft; !NAND LET Ur TALK MILBURN TO
E L -JUNES LUMbEK LarirANr-•
ALMO, KENTUCKY
s %relives's
A little boy of Clint Dick has
the scarlet fever.
Bud Jones, of Harris Grove,
is right right at present.
M. M. Lovier also has the Ia-
grippe.
place over together. — W. He The Vaughn Quartette from
Finney. Lawrenceburg, Tenn., sang at
Dick Kelley; half brother of the Harris Grove school house
J. E. Owen,, of this city, died on the 16th.
very suddenly last Friday at his James Gupton and wife from
home near Fulton. Mr. Kelley near Brandon's Mill visited rela-
was about 67 years of age and i tives in this vicinity the past
resided on the east side of Calk.; week.
way many years ago. He is sur- Pelie Harris says Robert Lew-
ved by a wife and several chil- is is taking the daily Sears & Kentucky since her father left
dren. Mr. Owen and family at- Roebuck catalogue, here ten years ago. loi=woci=soi-D41- c>4, 04: 14°
tended the funeral. Mrs. Fred Chambers, the tele-i Miss Elmus Gilbert, of. Wal-
,
For Sale.-60 acre farm 1 mile phone operator at. Harris Grove, cott, Ark., is visiting in this to be taken equally; namely, til-
will leave this week for Detroit teen feet off of each party'swest of Almo on rural route; 40 .ineighborhood. Miss Gilbert left
acres fresh land; goocl house of Mich., to join her husband who here three or four years ago and 
land when same is running on
the line between the lands of
3 rooms; good stables, good frame has been there for some time. is now one of the leading tehch-/ the part!ei herein —J D. Grogan
barn; good water; 45 acres in Mr. G. .C. White will take charge era in Arkansas.
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
Prevent• and Cure"
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
it destroy" diocese germ., regulate' the bowels, aids digesuon and
*WWII hoes to fatten quickly. Use it tit the feed and drink and your
hoes will never have cholera. Coate only 5c. a.,month for each hoe
Don't wait until they get lurk. Begin niviltir your hoes thisynedicme
Sow and Ler!, lt,rm free, from worm, and Aittevw At All Druggist&
IMMO& IlUtilliDT CosivAnT, 1..ataate.. kj
Sold in Murray by H. a THORNTON.
DR B. Ulf De RICHAID LETS
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physicians sod Surgeons
cultivation.  balance_  in timber. tof--theawitchboard at once.
I I lea and win be greatly missed' •cDoolocl÷c)•<:>•0•=4"
by a host of relatives and friends.
An infant of Sam Bury died a
few days no h
Miss Giady Stewart, of We!-
cott„ Ark., is visiting relatives
in this vicinity. She is a daugh-
ter of the late Eld. C. A. Stew-
art and thisns her first visit to
•••••••••••••/..-
I. H. Lawrence has traded his Demacratic orators are in full
Wit! sell this place at a bargaini - The relatives and, ;fiords of' ism to Mr. Johnsen of Lynn- I swing




or write W. M. Thomason, Alma,
ose•  wivie 
ni prise birthday dinner last Sun- come to Mr. Johnson, but regreto the huskings until the'
Rt. 2, ,i• price and terms. P.1012*., tiny There were over two hun- to give up Mr. Lawrence and his. the election. With local demo-
Mr. G. %V. Brown, of Paris, dred people present and plenty' good family. They have only,cra'-s- are.a number of abie i. peak-
spent several days of this week i. era from outside the county, and' fcrall -to eat. Galon savs if ail !bean with us two years but have
; Shsiin the city. Mr. Brown was the peopie would feed him that 'made maty friends who wishalrealy. eoll'ects of the big
born at old Wadesboro October well all the time he thinks he them Succers in _their new home. drive s.,...,noticeable and good re-
-25, 1837 and came to Calloway ports dee canting in from each, would coon get his growth in! Boss Laycock and H. M. Ma- .
years has been a minister of the the county. anthem', be and will
are hearing him.
should meet and pledge them-
be if every %o'er will go to tieC'nristiaa church. He is quite a selves to hold their produca for a ,.ie cause of his death was heart "In the Dreamland ExpositionA ion was born to Cha3. Brad- splendid gentleman and has It poles. Attend these speaking!,• I livinie price. The farmer is -tEefailure. He leaves a itife and
•••-. -Jr, an wife Monday night
is three eons to mourn his loss.
of this week. Mr. Bradiey
Burial by the Masonic ladge atmaking his home at the Marsh
Williams residence on Price Palestino. Wednesday evening.







TT is a very modest home, to be sure, but
•-"comfy,' ponve:aent and substantial—a real
• home. And the beat part of it is that it is designed on the
"unit" plan—so that, as yo-ir needs and means inzrea-se, it
cut be ski:lid tsi vrithout alterat,or-s
We have the architect's detailed working plars and cstimates
for cottages of i!.is type, with the lumber bills, anti we caa ohow
ypu how you can build complete, of strong, durable,
-Southern Yellow Pine
"rho Most Usofed Wood"
C..eh••••
" •a••  t••••P•
• lb • 414P
vie •• MM.
we*
for $US to $00. And that means
the fetal cost—no extras.
Now is the time
to build!
, Don't delay see us today. We
chit make this 'low enotaticaz
the material for this little
only because Southern Yellow
Pine, "the wood of service,"
is so very modegate-priced.
We have other working plans,





e pe p e , ge and every tattier way r)oss:b.e usemany friends here to wish him • , backbone of all business but a
many more years of usefulness. ; the best amusements, clean and your energy in gretting the votersgreat many of thern`do not seem
Cal Cloyes, who was supposed ! refining. It is gratifying to note p1:1 0.. ; to the polls on November 7 hat. to realize. it. S3 let uswas! the deportment of the manyto be exiled from the county, Igether one time and stand kr ' -taches of this big organization .caught in a poker game in the
and the good impression the; our lighis nod see what the re- Cjudge's stand at the fair grounds
shows have made on the people 'suits wilt 1:'• -last Monday by Constable She:-
e amusemen est ess.hard labor. they were gaming
with Crook Elliott and -Henry 
Too much praise cannot be said
tesu. of the braas band. which is un-Lewis, according to the •
der the leadership of Cant:Prink-1 -Notice is hereby given that 1mony.—M-asfield Dines. will oi:ithe next c7unty court daySylveater. - Besides parading theri
-The meeting of the First Dis-- or the Calloway Count/ Courtstreets of Butler twice daily tney 1
trict Federated Clubs in Muriay ipe. talon the said court to stab-"(was are canstantly on the jsb fur-
_f
laat Friday and Saturday lash a psblic road in Cal'oway
one of happy interest to the club n!shing gtxxi .muisici" county, described as foliows:
. women of our city. A very in-' Dan McDonald. step son of Beginning at a paint on J. C. '
teresting program was rendered Prof. Sylvester. is the snare- is .uunn.s lend on the providenee:
aria splendid audiences were drummer in the band, and he is and ,,e,ex, concord roil. thence
present upon each occasion. The said to be one of the beat oz the north about SO rods on the line .
many visitors were profuse in road:
their expressions regarding the, Hamlin Items.
many courtesies extended to
mil Loper"'
ton, and in county court Wednes- ; ley district s'are prepartng to baiid . if Lift Right III, The patrons of Pleasant Val- iof Butler and Taylor county dur-
ing the big fair. Messrs. J• A. . a new school hous.
-
day a fun; gave him $75 or sev- j Sething Ent morrs-rr WM 11)s
enty five days at hard labor on, Mac • owner and 
general mana- '
of the
best01iyseerh 001 s 
schools we 
: .
I If you've f rev haii corns, owl*the county 
ger,3'a.nd D. O'Brien, secr taryTha to Corns and Canoga
Jim, for the sam offense, got a Place- and local 
manager,are to be eon- - had at this
verdict of $100 or 100 days at .gratulated on their 
success in 1
. , - Notice.
-- -
them while here. Mrs. Bartlett, Farmers are about done sow-
state president, Who was the ing wheat and will soca be ready
Srikegt of !dm V. So Swan. was to gather corn.
To whom itinay concern:
Office: First Nation-
al Bank building
Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
tri•-d hats of things to set rid is than
• —salves that cat-yi•rir foe *lid
the corn romaining. cotton rings that
make your routs bulge out like rffil•
- ,
cases thaa cww Dawes. Weals
Areserill Use -GETS-Ii- T • sadI. Ses (die Gems Vassals.
eyes- s;•issorti and knives that sake
corns bleed and sore. harnesses sad
bo-ndallits that All er roux-shoe. prose
On the corn and make your foot feel
called home Friday morning on The wife of Mr. Morgan, who rods on the line between the - rt:'yantatyclongsztli:te kir.illtons are doittg.
Wbat's the um,-
account of- the death of her lives at the N. A. Parker place, lands of T. R. Grogan. E. .1. 
iiiiii. !, Yitsedciruns.dayr,‘ff and apply- "SI :NTS-
father. . 
u put ;tour stocking
. died a few days ago of rheuma- Cook. Bob Grogan and John Mil Tarn let -"1-`;;:r`,'-ori, air "":•""-
BSA Wire Cos sad Wens& • tism,
Bre troublesome to cure. Get a Mrs. It. H. George died the
bottle of karris" Healing Reme- 15th after a, lingering-ilInpss of
5 —rik6*II liortiF.'60-imitt-ottatiz •
Bei& ratlid. A- ewe—sever;
, between the lands of B. F. Lax,';
J. T. Grogan. T. R. Grogan arid
J. C. Dunn, thence east about 30
rods on the Igne between , the'
lands of T. R. Grogan and John
Miller, thence north about g0
len. thence in a southwesterly
directly about ts rods over the
land of Bob Grogan to the New
Oxicord and- lloyUsvelle- road et
lrLta j*intWillttitU"Pagtikri *Innit t tn Mira, •anti “1113111111110611did
(natters iwhere hitt- remedy- re itith inst. after ail hiness of fox- ties ismowihsitaaied. Said road
&SPA. .1N e et it on the me' weeiss' duratio4. . is, to be appip.troatelic one vile




the toe. it lifts right off. It
less. It's the common-sense wag,
PilhOlool_ easiest, most effective WILY
In Us* world It's the national Nee-
care. Never fails
-01rfil-Tr" is sold and recontsreiltio
-UMW. or seat os
itel by druggists evervw re, IV .
Lawrence & Pir
tic the world boat corn routed" by









etreet church. He ts a very able cif • and for-the past fifty i 
the tobacco question and think







Parts Dispatches Say Bluer Fighting
-- lkoritter Revolt en
Germano-No Changes of Ire
portancie_en Italian Front.
Berlin (By Wireless). The war of-
nee announces that Field Marshal von
Mackensea's army in Dobrudja has
gained a decisive victory over the Rus-
sians turd Roumaniane, driving them
from their positions over the whole
front: The Russians sad Roumanians
are being pursued by the Germans aid'
their .vititts Toprai Urn tbd-CabiidIu
have been raptured.
The announcement follows:
"Font of Archduke Charles Francis
(Transylvania): Although the Itou•
manlans defended tenaeloway the ap-
proanhes to their country, they were
defeated at several plates. Their coun•
ter-attacks failed to wrest from us the
ground  which we had gained.
."Front of IN eid-litarstalE von Ma
ensen: (Dobrudja): The battle be-
gun on Oct. le in Dobrudja has been
decided in our favor. The Russian
and Roumanian forces, after suffering
heavy losses, were expelled on the
whole front from the positions they
had prepared. Toprai Sari, near the
Black Sea coast. 14 mile § southwest at
Constanzaa and Cobadin, 17 miles
southeast Orthe Danube Riven
ova, strong points of support, were
captured. The allied (Teutonic) Heavy Wind and Rainfall, With Diee
troops are pursuing the enemy.- tinctive Earthquake Shocks In
Germans Are Repulsed.and Near Montgomery.
Paris (Via London).-A violent at-
tack on the new French positions in Montgomery, Ala.-Montgomery ana
the region of Chauines, on the Somme vicinity Oct. 15 was visited by a heavy
front. was made by the Germans. The wind and rainfall, with distinctive
war office announces that the French earthquake shocks at 4:04 o'clock in
maintained their ground and inflicted the afternoon. The shocks were felt
heavy losses -on the Germans. The in the southern and eastern sections
statement follows: of the city strongly, but no damage
"North of the S-omme the night was was done
calm except for moso skirmishes be- Traveling men returning to Mont-
tween patrols, which resulted in our gomery bring reports of terrific rains
taking some prisoners. There were no
infantry actions
"South of the Somme the enemy did
uot renew attempts in the region of
!flitches and Blaise Wood. It is con-
firmed that the German losses in their
counter-attacks in this rector were
r-
BREAK. ROUMANIAN I 
WIND VELOCITY 114 MILES
Horrleans Over the Gulf States Is
Followed By earthquisite Shock'.LINE IN 00BRuo JA Wiree'CrIppled For Hours.
Memphis. Tenn. -- A hurrtraue
drove across the middle gulf states,
taking u toll of two lives and tinning
GERMANS CLAIM DECISIVE VIC. property and marine losses, while
TOls e IN DOBRUDJA IN DRIVE earth tremors drove frightened thou
sands from homes and °Wes in Ala-AGAIel.hT.R_GUMANIANS
hama and Georgia, but did no mate-
rial damage.
Pen.vacola and Mobile were the chief
HARD FIGHTING ON SOMME sufferers in the hurricane; one person
ass kitten at each place and buildings
noire unroofed, telephone and tele-
graph wires suffered damage and
s were sunk and beetled.
At Pensacola the wind ve oc ty
reached a maximum of 114 nilles, with
110 miles at Mobile, but iii neither
caty was the property loss anything
like as great as that caused by the
hurricane of last July
Mobile Cly itself suffered little real
damage, but shipping in the harbor
did not fare so well, two small.tessels
being sunk and four beached. Sadie
damage to train sheds and ternilnals
-shoo resulted-.
--AL-Penisacolis ene small sfeamet_
went down, another vessel is missing,
three frilling boats went ashore and
two larger vessels were damaged
%then they came together during the
blow. Telephone and telegraph wires
were nrostrated for many hours. the
city beina cut off entirely from the
outside world from early morning un-
til early night.
o distinct earthuake alto
uere felt as far north int Kentueltec
end as far-apt as Augusta, Ga., they
were of greater intensity at Birming-
ham, Ala, than elsewhere. There Of-
fice buildings and homes wet* rocked
and thousands rushed into the streets.





THE snnuut LEDGER MURRAY. KY.
MEXICANS FIRE ON "R
AMERICAN TROOPS
EXCHANOG OF SHOTS LASTING
FORTY-411V' MINUTES NEAR
SAN JOSE
U. L Hums NOT INURED
Report Does Not State Whether At-
Madg WA's_ recto Govern-
ment Troops or Bandits-Mew
can Loss Unknown.
and w!nds in the surrounding districts,
Near Brundridge a church was molted
from its foundation, outhouse., fences
and trees blown down. At CO, in
the southern part of the state, the
pickling plant of Wright Bros is Ca-
ton was demolished by high winds and
Considerable. especially before the vil- many houses unroofed an4 damaged,
lege of flinches. which the Germans 'but no lives were lost. Dothan re-
attacked with powerful effectives, ports a heavy storm in its vicinity,
'In the region of Chaulnes the en- I with an extremely heavy sea running__
einy attacked our new ponitious vio- at Panama City. Fla.
lently and endeavored to Pipet us from At Troy the wind reactud a velocity
the woods recently captured. His et- of .10 miles an hour, with rain falling
forts were futile, and cost him heavy like a cloudnurst. Houses and stores
losses. were etkroofed, the tin from the roofs
"On the root of the front there was covering the „streets, rolled up like
intermittent artillery fire." •paper. Many of the stores are entire-
DUTCH TO REGULATE SUBS. ly unroofed. Chimneaa have been
niown down in all parts of the city
Will Be Treated as Warships. Govern- and trees have been uprooted. The
ment Obenounces. Carroll storehouse and lianchey's
Lon nn -Rem ..r a Amsterdam cor- mill bothnare wagged.
respondent sends the following con-
cerning the Netheriatids government's SEVERAL VESSELS ARE LAST
liKain OD the use of Dutch waters by
submarines. . Numbers of Small Craft Suffered Dam-
-Repaying to the entente allies' sub- age and One Life Lost In the
Marine note, the Dutch government in- Tropical Hurricane.
..tiznaten that in consequence of the un-
certainty of the status of submarines l Pensacola.-Seviral :easels in the
they will be tteated as warships. and' harbor heie were eank, numbers of
In accordance with the Dutch neutral- small craft suffered' damage and one
ity proclamation, will net be allowed life wae lost in the 4errific tropical
to enter or remain in ingot waters hurricane that suept through here
except on well-defined condi-taints. Oct. la. at one tole reaching a seine-
"The goverament, however, wilt nnt ay of 11* miles an hour. litirperty
irtern merchant atibmarine _licausia damage in Pensacola itself was con-
there is no principle 'Of inte aticnal fined ebeVy to roofs beints blown off
w- which wOuld jundly suth course." ti and plate -glass windows destroyed.
RESIST NORWAY SUB. EMBARGO.' Reports front the United States nary
aeronswie station near here were to
Gerwvany Protests To the P,Ibeereeran the effect that it escaped with corn-
- , 
 ment. paratively dantia0:7-ihe new 1r
Christiame-The- Gertnan minis-, r completed permanent hangars having
Las presented to the Norwegian ge withstood the gale.
errtmert a rote prOtesting, leave- --The one ..-ported lost was that
Norway's embargo on the ntibittarin -of Daniel Cobb. cook on the small
of twaligerent countries. The ratan. s r.arnne Flanders,' which was report.
held a meeting and disrlssed the note. • I sunk two mles. from here_ Its
but its decision in. the matter has _not --.e.i4was_bruiight_lierea
been made public.
The press unanimously supports the BIG. DAM. IS DEDICATED.
government in Its right to lesue such
an ordinance as Sweden has already
done.
Would Vindicate Husband.
New Yorki4,-- Helen Lyn h- Iter k r
still hopes to prove that her husband,
Charles A Beeker, the police lieuten-
ant elertroented for the mnrder
Herman Rosenthal, was innocent. Bit
- by bit she is collecting slants trims,
"eons-ience-stricken witreesen." who
• bare comet to her with stcries of per I
jury. she said at her home in tto::
-Bronx
Mrs. Obregon To Los Angeles.
'yr .4.atretio. Togas --Mrs Dons Virginia
Carreto". wleof Gen. Venustiano Car-.
renege areompartied be her .sotionoh-
ters and Mrs. Aivaro Obregon. wife ot
the de facto government's minister of
war. arrived at Nuevo Laredo on a sore
'dal train. The party will le.;,,eeleir
Autotio. Where -they riexpected
in testate a 'short thee. Nivs bfesen.
Mut titi._itrobably *mild visit Loa
Angeles
American Conful AIrcroo 01..-tett
at 'Nuevo 1.ii.redo has. been inta ucted -
try the state department to show the




New Mexico Have Largest Art*
cial Body of Water.
Eiepliant Rut' e, N. M.-- The Elo
phant Butte dam. /completed recently
nt a cost of $4•00P.000 and intended to
•mo4nnd the large artificially retain-
ed body of watcr In the world, wa*
dedleazed here with A A. Jqpes ot
New *exit.), Personal representative
•ffet-lTd-eit 1NITectre officiating Three
''..undrey1 and fifty delegates to the In-
termiLonal irrirtatioh Congress and In
ternational Farm Congress were the
der'eatren conituatee. •
East Cc-ast Net Hit. „
JackseneIlle, ra...-The• Florida pen-
insula piarrOltr Wart. 17 .11 0 sa-
tou hod by the 'Annie* 'storm which
oetne inland from the 'itsig and ?welt
Tlth riCalle and vieNt• gulf coasts. Be.
.yelad a s;iff hrceat and rains the At-
li-tele ea •• endIsturbeo
. •
Teets Are illitnionAftwsts. -
Meerut.. Ga --Mahy Wile Were blo•srn
(loon at Cnnip Par rs, ' near here,
where the Geories Natio-lel Guard Is
mobilized. A v•rd that reached 3$
miles an sour and was acconkpaltied




Vessel Bailed From New York With
Cargo of War Supplies-N• Pao
tenger. Lost.
New York:--Thii new 1.1,4041 ton
armed munition and passenger steam-
Alaunia of the Cunard line was
sunk Oct. 19 by a mine in the Rug
lish channel between Iralninuth and
Loudon.
1* Cable advices received In this illy
by Charles I' Sumner. general agent
of the Cunard Company, stated that
Capt. II. Si Iteration and a majority
of the crew was sated, although some
are still missing.
The 241 passengers, 185 cabin and
St steerage, that the Alaunia carried
Oct 7, were landed
•
MINE
San Antonio. Ter-American troops
and Mexicans clashed near San Jose
in the Big Bend country October 20,
according to a report received by Gen.
Funeton from ('ol. Joseph, Gaston,
commander of the district. The tight
lasted for 45 minute.. No losses were
auffered-isr the Americans and Infor-
mation 411-e larking regarding loss
among the )(toxicant;
Col. Gaston's report said that i band
of ahoot 30 Me:leant, opened fire on a
detachment composed of 23 men of the
Sixth -avalry and Texan squadron. en-
gaged in patrol duty, between Prerildio
and Ilmidosa. Lieut. CudIngton of the
Texas aiquadron, commanding the
troops, ordereil his men to return the
A-vigorous exchange of shots contin•
ued for a period of 45 minutes. the
Amerleane and Mexicane firing In ekir•
mish formation from covered pnintiona
on either aide of the Rio Grande. In-
formation front Col Gaston did not in-
dicate that 0)0 United fatatee crossed
In pursuit of the Mexicans. After the
fight Lieut. endington retaffied to Rut-
dose with his_command-__
Whether the Mexicans were de
facto government troops or members
of a bandit band was not known by
Gen. Funston.- lie is awaiting a de-
tailed report of ibe action.
Col. Gaston reported that Mai. A. V.
P. Anderson of the Sixth cavalry had
gone to San Jose to investigate the
circum-tancee. Col. Itiojos, iomrnand
et of the Carranza garrison a: Ojin•
age. has gone there for the same pur-
pose, according to Col. Gaston
Attach Little Significance to Clash.
Washington.-Gen. Funston, report-
ing on the exchange of shots across
the border at. San Jose, said that late
reports reaching him indicated the
American troops were find upon "by
drunken Mexicana •'
The dispatch =pie no mention of
firing by the American troopers. and
said there were no casualtie.s on eith-
er side. Officials here Were inclined
to attach little significance to the inci-
dent; believing that an irresponsible
band had blundered upon the detach-
ment of Americans and had with-
drawn afti r tiring a few shots.
_
JUMPED ON WILSON'S AUTO
Pittsburgh Man Had Knife in Bag and
Was Arrested.
Pittsburgh, -- Richard Cullen,
aged 22 years. a machinist, who was
taken into custody after attempting to
jump On the running board of an auto-
mobile an which President Wilson was
riding here Oct. 20. was examined by
physictane and ordered sent to the city
home at Mayview for further ob.cer%a-
lion his sanity. 'Cullen de.
sled that he intended hirming the
peesident: saying he was not satisfied
with the administration's foreign poli-
cies and just wanted to talk to him.
A bottle of liquid in a hag retried by
Culled was found to contain medicine,
at-cording. to the, police: A knife with
a blade fit.. inches long and several
wood ahisels weae also in the hag. Cul-
It n his been attending night eehool at
a local technical institute.
. AMERICAN MISTREATED.
Mining Man Was Shot Twice by Villa
Bandits.
P_asso• ... _Znx-_Tunia-s--Ma-adeaa -a--
mining man eMployed by 'ote ef the
companies in the CUsihuiciochic dis-
,„trict, is here to receive remedial treat-
ment for wounds inflicted by Villa ban-
' dits. Mendez said he was in Cusinuir
i iachic when Nails and Salazar entered
there with SOO men on Sept. 26.e He
 was ratted from trtn' home "twit Urea
before Villa himself for examination.
After being told that he could go Villa
warned him that if he ever worked
for an. American company he. wants! be
• executed, he said
After returning to his home and re-
tiring. Mendez says he was awnkened
by the. Acrearns at his wife and discov-
ered that Martin Lopez, a brother of
Pablo Lopez. and a . bani of Villa's
men were biotin:: his home. He start-
e4 to run. when_a_nbanda-shot him, he
said, the bullet striking h11p4 in the
leg As he lay on the floor ',Oen shot
him again. The bullet tore through
his lips. lodging_ in hack ef tik neck.
1 ' BIRMINGHAM IS SHAKEN.'.
1
Earthquake Shocks Felt Most Is the
Business Fant Of C.ty..
Birmingham, Ala -Birmoglmos had
the sc.-crest eatrtiouake In her his-
tOry.on the afternoon of Oct In. There
i were three sharp anti_ distinct ahoeks.
' Little' property damece ti.ras caused,
other than troken _ windows and-lop-
pled srai:suneys Thounandn ra people
poured from- ottter i'nldinge and
downtown sine-tun- a A, mattnce au-
dience at a thestar rushed- for the
exits A lady at a card parry- On South
flighlands fainted •
A
at Falmouth and probably owe their
lives to that fact.
.etruelt _a _En°
The Alannia had a rargo •of 10.000
tons of war munitions, but examine-
(ion of her manifest flied at the cur
touts house the day she sailed reveal.
ed she had tin explosives on board.
The metieage antionneleg the loss to
the Cunard line of a third passenger-




hannele. Sank daring..torenuon. Ben•.
ki•n ani majority of the crew saved.
Sono' tulasing."
The Alunia left New York on the day
that the 11-53 errived at Newport, Her
agent a considered the postponement
of the sailing on account of the sub
merino risk and the value of the lin
er's cargo. She salted, however, on
scheduled time and news of her safe
arrival in England has been anxious-
&walled here
HOUSEHOLD HINTS OF VALUE
Small Things In Themselves, but They
- will Bs Found Well Worthy
of Consideration.
To make lionise rerun grow rapidly,
pimp lent or live piece* of charcoal
III top id the Roil. Kt. 4.p the dower pot
In a jerintileni, nith plenty it liter,
owl Its mph! mvmen alioet t be tuitino -
Try rubbiuktrode glove Well with
vinegar before "Upplyjus the blacking
rind you surprised at how inuelt
it pour polisli wilLbe mail hew
much longer it mill lust (him if the
blacking nen( applied to the unclentied
iron.
To clean the tt hite kid alitoes now pet
+eh -144--Vtittitt&--Mtelatt-t,t--tAttot-AALsaanM
gasoline, kinping the mix-
ture ON ay from the tire, preferably
out of doors. Rub the !shoes thorough-
ly awl leave In the Nutt to dr>, when
till stipertitioala Vita tier may be oddest
off nith ti dry cloth. TION preperti•
lion is also excellent for cleaning white
felt:
The raveleil threads from old linen
will he found beilt fur (turning fable-
cloths' or napkins
Rave all lea ligiveis Tam tTiMidlati-aWeelt
-anti place them in a pull, niiiivitich
linty he poured belling eater. Allow
them to attitlil for ono hour ; then strumn
und !mottle the liquid. ;Thiry is hems tip-
piled with Mantel to mirrors, %M-
aims and pleture nineties, inal.es thew
elilne like cryoititl.
FOR PART OF DINNER MENU
WIFE TOO ILL
TO WORK '
The Alaunla la the third vessel lost
by the Cunard line within the last yeat
and' a half The first was the Lucia
tunia, the meiotic! the Franconia.
The Alauttla's cargontonsisted of
176,00.1 bushels of oilman 17,090 sacks
of flour, 1,347 packages of zinc oxide.
454.1terrels of lubricating oil, 307 bar-
rels of phosphate of ammonia. besidee
and-gewoline.
ALABAMAMINERSENTRAPPED
Twelve Miners Caught In Explosion at
Roden Mine, Near the City
of Birmingham.
Birmingham - No hope is entertain
ed for the liver of 12 men who Were
entombed by a -terrific explosion at
the Roden mines at Marvel, Ala., Sun
day. Seven white men, including (be
chief electrician and the matter me-
chanic, and five nerroes. are known to
be entombed in an cutry.
The cause of the explosioa has not
been definitely learned, but it is he.
licaed to have been due to gas. The
explosion it a niyatery, in that ilic
mines- were tested for ran and found
safe • few hours hi-lore the disaster
C. H. Nesbitt, titan, mine inspector.
end the gen ernmente rescue car made
a swath run tin Marvel, from Binning
hani. Marvel is in Bibb enmity. about
4:i miles from litrinlegham.
Only 12 men are known to have been
in the mine at the time of the accident.
and they were engaged in track-laying.
THE ARIZONA IS READY.
Superdreadnought Now in Commis
sion Under Capt. John McDonald.
New -l'ork.-The superdreadnought
ftrizona. one of the two most powerful
ships in the Milted States navy, a-as
put in commission at the navy yard
here under comniand of Capt. John,
Mi Donnld. The veaael is niantrednbv
o7 marines-and 900 naltore. said to be
«maiderahly short of hnr full complin
meat. The miin were aesembled frorn
various ships,
The Arizona. a sister ship of the
Pennsylvania. was cOnstructeil at the
New York navy yard; She has a dis-
placement of 7.2547 tons, is 60S feet
i
long and designed for a speed of 21
knots She has a displacement of 32,
an7 tons. is 60S feet long and designel
for a speed of 21e-knots. She has 12
14-inch guns and a secondary beetery
of 20 Ile inch guns, and also tarries
two anti-craft guns.
ASKED TO GIVE UP GOLD.
Dish That ffilperts Have Recommend-
ed as a Welcome Addition to
the Table.
Little (Thicken Aspic's-Line some
plain indivitimil !mottle with -void topic
jelly, decorate this %lilt cooked peim
and put them into a cool place until
they are required. Put a gustier-of 41
pint of thick mayonnaise 11111We Into
at /ninth and intnall with is quatter o
n pint of whippet creetn. Theft 11(1.1
Isy ileat!tl! It, quarter of_ a pita *If 4'001
aspic jelly (which Is still. liquid).
Have In readiness comae of the white
meat itt a.eooked fowl cut into. small
plr.cee. meek them quickly
elth the tunyontinitte cream unit. fill
Its.' 111111%11111111 mottle. Turn out the
little individual espies as eimn us the
mixture Is quite firm, arrange theni
clone together anion.' a timall platter
which tuna been covered with chopped
aspic and fill the middle' of the II1M11
with a salad composed of young pens
(cooked) and lettuce.
Bran and Graham Biscuit.
One enpfni sterilized bran, two cup-
ful* ;Indium flour, one cupful milk,
one egir. two teaspoonful?' sugar, otlt,
ten.41100fIttli salt, two tcompootIfIllt
leuter, four teaspoonfuls balding pow-
der.
Mix the dry ingredients torether.
bean the t'Zi: nlightly awl add to the
milk. Stir the liquids into the dry
imarieltenta the same :11% cream hie-
etitte. Turn upon a slightly flouted
itioldine board and rell to ore-half inch
iii thicknese. Cut into shape with the
biseuit cutter unit bake in n hot oven.
Lastly. here is a very nourishing tint
nnil raisin lorend that Is particularly
stood for the children's school luncheon,
lint it Is well to chop .the rnisirei so
as to make them more easily digested.
French Pickles.
fine reline:no of sliced gTeett I 'iota-
toe's. .1m- que.rt Nlices1 outstare eine col-
:tinier iii'-elielatfilaa491, pared tinsel :sliced;
two ;loot) handful": of salt. 1.4-t all
atand tal lieura. then drain through a
sieve: ornahnif ounce celery seed. (ono-
half ounce- ninipice, one teacupful of
Iu-hite nivatarki seed, one teataapfei ,ofMack pepper. lase a little less tamper,
if you don't like_ yours too hot. t'se
one-lutif cupful peptien, (one tuba:I:peon-
ful tutnerie. unit' venni of brown sugar,
two tableepOonfule"of mustard. "no
gallon of vinegar. 1 -
German People Reuested To,13ring - In
Ornaments,To Be Made Intsi Coin.
Xin.terdam (Vist London). - The
Norddeutsche Allpenteine 7.eitune.
semioeficial news; alter of Berlin, pub-
1:shed a full illtge.appeal in large type
signed 'among efheil-bY FloIlwee and
Rudolph Davenstein. president of the
Germaa imperial hank, in behalf of
the ilennilttee formed under the preti-
dency vf Crown Prince? Pred..eick Wil-
liam for the colleetion of gold orna-
ments to be melted into coin. The
appeal says:
'The sacrifice demanded frata you
!alight compared to the sacrifices or
blood our heroes at the front crintinut
teant-reke. Out, therefore, wit It all the
superibious gold ornaments and ob-
jects from the trunk and cupboard'.
Itelp the imperial hank.lill with maid-
en weatxtaS the armory of German
etonotnic forces."
FLEE IN PANIC
. 3 • .
Bandit Orders Houses In son. Andres
itureel.
Chihetahork City (Via El Paselbatii-•
tioral.-Franciseo ViRa and a Dart of
Iota comniond ,tivok poasession of the
alining, town to! flaskbdras, 25, rnilfes
' west at here -Angerid be-Aline: the
Palaulaalot. fled to prevent helm;
intMp_ tesara pita.'his eervice. Villa or-
.,ereil :he houses burned and re7rIvilt,
teci a*roeitiett upon the defensniess In
ihabitant!, a refugee fl-von Rim Andrea;




Maice 11 force meat of one cupful
of veal or lamb. and half a rcupful uf
lireitil crumbs; netts( on' with butter, salt.
and cayenne... .Seoulp out (-enters of
six largo-sized cm-umbers, eut I it
-betties. "Tiatke it-nateta off the bottom
s!).. that they will 'stand upright. Ar-
ranee, them in a deep lain, pour in a
cupful of ntock, let situmer in this, III
°Veil until tender: take them ontnar-
ratio... on a hottash; thicken the gre,vy
with brown fletar: let It boil tip one.
atol serce *round cucumbers.
Air Pudding. ,
Get_ the white* of two eggs very
«tiff. Put through a sieve two cupful
of sweetened apple sauce, turn th.
Sallee foto the dish with the beau n
whites of erre, add a little lemon ea-
voring anil heat all together. Put it in
a dish that you will serve it from ano
set assay to chill Some iy it tastes
like sherloet (lemon).
Graham Gems.
Try those :mil t on will find they are
••gerts": cupful sifted gra-
ham flour, one cupful uliitenlootir, kone.
fetirth cupful niehresee, tea. inoann
osns one cupful -amr milk_ one ten-
spooinftil %vein illinnolvinl In the milk
anti pinch salt. Bake in goni pans in
hot oven.
' When Cooking Cranberries.
A quarter cif it unpile cookea %kith
earls quart of eranlicarles'iensenn the
'ernaeneee of the-It- tIntor tont'iineas not
ttfliaravh theirs tart newt.
IN BED MOST OF TIME
Her Health Restored by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Indianapolis, Indiana.- "My 
'teeth
was so poor and my 
constitution eo run
down that 1 could
not work. I was
thin, pole:ail visa,-
weighed but 1011
pounds and was In
bed most of the
time. I began tak





I do all the house-
work and washing for 
eleven and I am
truthfully say Lydia C. 
Plnkharn'eVelt.-
etable Compound has been a 
g --'' -'
to me for I would have 
been in my grave
today but for It. I would 
tell all wo-
men suffering as I was to 
try your min-
able remedy."- Mrs. 
WM. CIII,124,
S. Addison Street, 
Indianapolis, Indiana,
There is hardly • 
neighborhood in this
country, wherein some 
woman hits no:
found health by using this 
rood old-
fashioned root and herb remedy.
  If there is anything-about 
which yuu
would like special advice, write to 
the




wet.* thein with 'wants -tater tO-




To cure coal ta enees the mrdki-w, rvitiagi be
more then • googol mu.t tusk.
altrrative arid cathartic propert It..
Tuft's Pills
rtialliltila Them qualities, end preedity=
to the tartaelalhelr natural Veri stank
ge Wrath"i to rrgularit a.
. World Talking to Baseball.
„ Strom: interest in trosebell I. &PIN!! -
°ping In -the
Ile ,itf Ilonduras. At iirst the pith..
tiltt.restol Indy foreigti resides's tll
%I •  fir the teem*, but wow it le re. •
1,11, r frit games lietween native,' in Mi.
Oren in' San. Pedro Stilts are well an
(deka and genuine embanks/oil
aiming Homitiniti spectate.... The
American it:Rioted sport seems to be
'nuking a name for itnelf ell over live
eerld. and 'many ef the Otter of Asti.
patoonize it gi•nerously. In Kobe.
Japan; there is a -strong baeobedi wing
kateneeted with the (Sricket 'chat there,
and triatchee with %kiting testae iir
Chinamen lake place frequeiniy.
• fsarne as Home.
Sir'., Se seer bustoned has
gone tio the border! Duo does be
Ilk.' it?
Sirs. Cali.-- I ouess lie (....41 ñhi
bd •
Mrs. Wink Initinall!
Mra. tint'. -Yea: he reap: aeta too
terly :demi the fleet
- -
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be Kite!t to spratus, swellings,
bruises, rheumatism 'knit neuralgia.
Keep Mansfleicts Magic' Arnica Lb*
merit handy en the shelf. Three sates
-25C, 50c and 111.00.-Adv.
. _
Easily deluded,
alarty 3 1111111 think, lie is a *tan
bee:lune tre-tuts. --iireamsanaa irtialtrs
eVi laninlatY:
Dr. Peery's "DEAD 8110T" i.e as etteonse.
medicine for Wen's! or Tapeworm nt wham
or (Jeanie). (nie dies. is stanniest sod se
supplemental purge
l'NeCntiVe nbilAY IN the is.oeir u i oo
emitter to ilio your work.
_ -
The man of litiainews-aa horq. ant
it:
Is Work Too Hard?
Many klieg of wink weer et,. tee
kidneys, and kidney trouble make:
any law) of work hard. It istanns
-morning Itunettecs.. tiackaotio,- howl-
ache, nerTenstiess, rheumatism stet
urinary tronhlee If yetir evert is
eontining, strains" the hark, or ex-
poses put to extreme heat Of anal
Or damp, it, well to keep the kid-
neys active: Ision's Kidney Pilinark. rellnble and safe. Thaanande
resainimend theta'.
A Tennessee CaseC. a. atert-en.
Seventh Ak . :•••• . Nash-
vine. TeT.n "I
ourreechd teens- my to Isend &amens for nil"
seam. My bocii rot 9 .
rsore' and Pure, I cot[14thardly gt t out et bedand I bad snarp twinges 'through tun kens Thel'-an jar sett sii
threoeh k(!glY 'dean spin* ten gis as -Kenny Pets re, cait these' trmable. '
Cat Dsemeset Ars Sim*. Set- • Sam
DOAN'S KIDNEYPILLSFOSTER-1111111URN CO.. BUFIA1.0. ra. T.
ANY INDUSTRIOUS MAN1.94.1- 4914 sat r,••.••pieta tate9. Thr Rat. Mamma. la ysaline *a Run woe att.-toge*Atoll mi . bent., wrist,* aboro• it at or., A 43,4.4IL P. Jame. t3ii say, Now 't loft tit/
SIOUGN on
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Bratilliar4, chief engineer of the Niquoin
Irrigation dam, dues out f  ramp to
Irmo/Wirt, • orange light and finds an
entemiohlie party (sniped at the canyon
portal. tic nieet• J Wesley Corte/right
oast &Is Amegitlav. CitenottlaVa. t um mite
party and the reclamation work
to them cortwright sees in the project
a big chance to make money itireuillarit
I. impervious to hints from the linen, ler.
who tells Genevieve that the engineer
"Will come down and hook himself If the
bait la well coverel " corterright organ-
ism a company and obtains government
costreete to furnish power and material
for the dam construction. A busy • Ily
sponse up shout the site. Steve Maseln-
gate lhrostens to start • gold rush if
Vreuillard lloe• not influence Praild•nt
ll'ord to build a railroad branch to the
comm, thus opening an easy market for
(he or. (MIN the \Miele Susan" mine.
Woollend and tbe company's promoter
If you were in love with •
and a beast of a man, wh•
had the power to get you fired
from your Job, made a smirking
remark about her to you, would
you smash him In the Jaw and
kick him out of your office—
even If the act caused an in-
definite postponement of your
wedding,
'1 can't believe It. Murray. It's a
loaf out of the book of Bedlam!
Take a fair shot at it and see where
the bullet lands° this entire crazy fake
IN built upon one solitary, lonesome
feet- the fact that we're here, with a
job on our hands big enough to tomtit,
an active, present-moment market for
Ilabor and material There is absolute-
ly nothir.g else behind the bubbliv
blowing; if we were not here the tie
viola Improvementejaeempany would
never have been Of!"
Grielow laughed. "Your arguing that
twice two makes four doesn't change
the iridescent hue of the bubble," he
volunteered. "If big money has seen
a chance to skin somebody, the mere
tacit that the and of the world is due
to come along down the pike some
Lay isn't going to cut any obstructing
figure. We'll all be buying and sell-
ing corner lots in llosford's new city
before we're a month older. Don't you
believe Or
believe It when I see It," was
Brouillard's reply; and with this the
matter rested for the moment.
It was later in the day, an hour or
so after (ho serving of the hearty
trapper In the engineers' mess tent.
that Brouillard was given to see an-
other and still less tolerable side of
his temporary guest. liosibrd lad
come into the office to plant himself
mildly In the makeshift easy chair for
the smoking of a big, black after-sup-
per cigar.
'Tye been looking over your rules
sad regulations. Brouillard:* he be-
gan, after an interval of silence which
Brouillard had been careful not to
break "You're making a capital met
take (it trying to transplant the old
Coonecticut blue laws out here. Your
workingmen ought to have the right to
ful reply to be made to this. Brouillard
bent lower over his work and said
nothing. At every fresh step in the
forced acquaintance the newcomer
was painstakingly developing new an-
tagonisms. Sooner or later, Brouillard
knew, It would come to an open rup-
ture, but be was hoping that the actual
hostilities could bet postponed until
after Hosforti had worn out his tem-
porary welcome as a guest in the engi-
neers' mess.
For a time the big man in the easy
chair smoked on in allence. Tben he
began again:
"Say, Brouillard, I saw one little girl
today that didn't belong to your work-
men's-family outfit, and she's a peach:
came riding down the trail with her
brother from that mine up on the
south mountaine-MassIneele, isn't it?
By Jove! she fairly made my mouth
water!"
Inasmuch as no man can read fleid-
notes when the page has suddenly be•
come a red biur, Brouillard looked up.
"You are my guest, in a way, Mr.
lionford; for that reason I can't very
woll tell you what I think of yon."
So much he *as able to say glitettf.
Then the Control Mechanism burned
Out in a Sash of fiery rage and he
Cursed the guest fluently and compre-
hensively, winding up with a crude
and eavage threat of dismemberment
if he should ever venture so mu i h as
to name Miss Massingale again in the
threatener's hearing. ,
liosford sat up slowly, and his big
face turned darkly red.
"Well!" he broke out. "So you're
that kind of a fire-eater, are you?
I didn't suppose anything like that
ever happened outside of the ten< ent
shockers. 1Vake up, man; this is the
twentieth century we're living in.
Don't look at me that way!"
But the wave of insane wrath was
already subsiding, and Brouillard, half
ashamed of the momentary tepee Into
savagery, was once more scowl;n1C
down at the pages of his notebook
uhen the door opened and Quinlan,
the operator, came in with a commu-
nication fresh from the Washington
wire. The meesage was an Indirect
reply to Hosford's telegraphed appeal
to the higher powers. Brouillard read
it. stuck it upon the file, and took a
roll of blueprints from the bottom
drawer of his desk.
''Here are the drawings for your
power installation, Mr. Hosford." he
said, handing the roll to the man in
the chair. And a little later he Itivent
out to smoke a pipe in the open air,
leaving the message of inquiry he had
intended to send unwritten,
spend heir money in any way that
mitts em."
Brouillard -was pointrdly occupying
himsolf at his desk, but he looked up
long enough to say: "Whisky. you
'senor
"That and other things. They tell
me you don't allow any open gam-
bling or any women here outside of
the families of the workmen."
"We don't." was the short rejoinder.
"That won't hold water after we get
things fairly in motion."
"It will have to hold water as far
as we are concerned, if 1 have to build
a stockade around the camp," "napped
Brouillard.
llosford's heavy tars wrinkled itself
Ic a mirthless smile. -You're nutty."
he remarked., "When I fled a man
bottriag down hard on all the little
vices, It always makes me wonder
what's the mime of the meriting bed ODe
ha is trying to cover up"
Stec. there was obviously no pesive-
For gene few minutes the two on
the cabin porch made no attempt to
talk, but when the rumbling thunder
of the ore-car which the eider Mas-
singale was pushing ahead of him into
the mine had died away in the sub-
terranean distances Brouillard began
again.
"I do get your point of view—some-
times." he said. "Civilization. or what
stands fbr IL does have a way of
shrinking into littleness, not to say
cheapness, when one can get the
oroper perspective_ And your life up
here on Chtgringo has given you the
needful detached point of view."
The trouble shadows In the eyes of
the young woman who was sitting in
the fishnet hammock gave place to a
smile of gentle derision.*
"Do you call that civilization?" she
demanded, indicating the straggling
new town spreading itself, mapleae, in
the valley below.
-I suppose it Is—one form of it. At
lease it is civilization in the making.
Everything has to have some sort of a
beginning."
Miss Massingale
little uptlit of her perfectly rounded
chin.
"Just the same, you don't pretend to
say you are enjoying
manifest deprecation.
"Oh. I don't know. My work is down
there. A few weeks ago I was right-
eously hot. It seemed so crudely un-
necessary start a pigeon-plucking
match at this distance from Wall
"But now.- she queried--now. I sup-
pose, you Lave become reconciled?"
growing more philosophical.
let us say. There are just about to
many pigeons to be plucked, anyway:
they'd molt it they weren't plucked.
And it may as well be done here as
on the stock exchange, when you come
to think of Vt."
-I like you least when you talk that
May," said the young woman in the
hammock, with openeved franknees.
"Do you do it as other men -dot—just
to hear how it sounds r
Brouillard,-attting on the top step
of the porch, leaned his head against
the porch post and laughed.
"You know too muels—a lot too
roueh for a ,person of your tender
reale." -1.10 Mitaerted "Which names
ono more of the charming collect/on
or contradictions which your father or
number or somebody had the temer`ty
to label 'Any ' sweetest and moat
!templet, of diminutives "
"If yeu den t like my name—" she
began, and then she went off at an
other tangent. "Pkase tell me why I
am a 'collection of contradictions.'"
Brouillard's gate went past the
shapely little figure in the string ham-
mock to lose Itself in the far Tinian-
yoni distances.
"You are a bundle of surprises,'' he
said, letting the musing thought slip
Into speech. "What can you memlbly
know about my thoughts"
She made a funny little grimace at
him. ''It was 'contradictions' a mo-
ment ago and now it is surprise.'' 
Which reminds me, you haven't told
me why I ant a 'collectioue"
"Oh, I can catalogue them if you
push me to it One minute you are
the Madonna lady that I can't recall,
calm. reposeful; truthful. and all that,
you know—so truthful that those cheni-
like eyes of yours would make a stut-
tering Imbecile of the man who should
come to you with • Ile in his mouth."
"And the nett minute?"
"The next minute you are a witch,
laughing at the man's little weak-
nesses, putting your finger on them as
accurately as if you could read his
moue holding them up to your ridicule
and—what's much worse—to his own
At such times your insight, or what'
reef you choolle to call It, is entomb
to give a ni ei a tit of 'seeing things."'
tier into was like • schoolgirl's,
lighllwarteo. ringing, deliciously unre-
strained. •
"What a picture!" she commented.
And then'1 can draw a better nun
of you, Monsieur Victor d. llroutl'
lard."
"Do It." he dared.
"Very well, then Once upon a time
—ft bads good while ago, I'm afraid--
you were a very upright young man.
You wounl cheerfully have died for a
principle In those days, and you would
have allowed the enetneeto cut you up
Into cunning little inch *cubes before
you would have admitted that any pig-
eon was over made to be plucked."
, Ile was smiling mirthlessly, with the
bleat mustaches taking ths sardonic
- _
"Then what happened?" .
"One of two things, or maybe both
of them. Yeti were pushed out Into
the life race with some sort of a
handicap. I don't know what it was—
or is Is that true?"
Ile nodded gravely. "It is all true
enough. You haven't added anything
more than a graceful little touch here
and there. Who has been telling you
all these things about me? Not
Grizzy?"
"No, not Murray Grislow; it was the
man you thiek you know best in all
the world--who is also probably the
one you know the lenet—yourself."
"Good heavens! Am I really such a
transparent egoist as all that?"
"All men are egoists." she answered
calmly. "In .some the ego is sound
and clear-eyed and strong; in othere
it Is weak—in the same way that pae-
Mon is weak; It will sacrifice all it has
or hopes to have in some sudden fury
of self-assertion." °
She sat up and put her hands to her
hair, and be was free to look away,
down upon the great ditch where the
endless chain of concrete buckets
added to the deep and widespread
foundations of the dam. Across the
river a r oup of hidden sawmills sang
their raucous song. In the middle dis-
tance the camp-town city spread
its roughly indicated streets over the
valley level, the tall chimney stacks
of the new cement plant were rising,
and from the quarries beyond the
plant' the dull thunder of the blasts
drifted up.
This'evas not Brouillard's first visit
to the cabin on the Massingale claim
by many. In the earliest stages of the
valley activities Smith. the Buckskin
cattleman, had been Amy Massingale's
escort to the reclamation cani`p-e"just
a rouple o' lookers." in Smith's phrase
—and the unconventional altitudes
bad done the rest. From that day for-
ward the young woman had hospitably
opened her door to Brouillard and his
assistants, and any member of the
-corps. from Leshington the morose,
who commonly came to sit in solemn
silence on the porch step. to Griffith.
who had lost his youthful heart to
Miss Massingale on his first visit, was
welcome.
teen, with het panes bohlnd herb
oppoitioi porch post. 'Out
tull uitt, what would you du with pout
pot of Rainbow sold—if you should
find it?"
Brouillard rose aril straightened'
himself with his arum over his bead
like an athlete testingg, his muscles for
the record bresking event
"What would I du? A number of
things. hut -drat of all I think. I'd
buy the privilegegif telling some wom-
an that I love here"
elm was silent for so long a time
that be looked at bis watch and
thought of going lilt at the deciding
Instant she held him with a low spa-
ken question.
"Does itelate back to the handicap?
You needn't tell me if you don't want
to."
"It does. And there Is no reason
why I shouldn't tell you the simple
fa44. When my lather died he left ma
a debt-es debt of honor, and it must
be paid. Until it its paid—but I am
sure you Understand."
"Quite fully," she responded quickly.
and now there was no trate of levity
In the sweetly serious tone. "Is it
much?—so much that you can't—"
lie nodded and sat down again on
the porch step. "Yes.- It Is litg enough
to go In a class by itself—in round
numbers, a hundred thousand dollars."
"horrors!" she gasped. 'And you
are currying that millstone? Must yov
carry it?"
"If you know the circumstances you
would be the first to say that I must
carry it, and go on carrying it to (be
end of the chapter."
"hut—but you'll never be free!"
"Not on a government salary." he
admitted. "As a matter of fact, It
takes more than half of the salary to
pay the premiums .on--pshavrt—
drop it "
She was looking beyond him and bar
voice was quick with womanly amps"
thy when she said: "If you could drop
For Brouillard it had seemed the
most natural thing In the world to fall
under Abe spell of enchantment. lie
knew next tO nothing of the young
woman's life story; he bad not cared
to know. It had not occurred' to him
to wonder bow the daughter of a man
who drilled and shot the boles in his
own mine should bare the gifts and
belongingg—when she chose to display
them—of a woman of a much wider
world. It was enough for him that she
was piquantly attractive in any char-
acter and that he found her mareel-
oesly stimulating anti uplifting. On
the days when the devil of moroseness
and irritability possessed and mad-
dened him he could climb to the cabin
on high ChiCring0 and find sanity. 
It
was a keen joy to be with her. aid
to the present this had sufficed.
"Egoism Is merely another name for
INC expreseon of a vital need," he
Said. after the divagating pause, de
fining the weed more for his own sat-
isfaction than In self-defenee,
"You may put it in that way if up
please." she returned grOWilti
is your need!"
He etated it cc ncl.ely. "Money—a
lot of it"
-how singular!" She laughed. She
tot out of the hammock and came to
"But Tell Me, What Would You De
With Your Pot of Rainbow Gold?"
it—but you can't. And It changes ere
erything for you, distorts everything
colors your entire life. It's heart
breaking!"
This was dangerous mound for hitt
and he knew it. In the ardor of youne
manhood he laiidetakete up the vicari
ous burden dutifully, ahilit that time
his renunciation of the things thal
other men strove for seemed the Webb
eat of the many fetterings.,. But now
love for a woman was threatening tei
make the rentInciation too 'grievous Is
be borne. •
"How did you know?" he queried on
riously. "It does change things. I'd
sell anything I've got, save one, for s
chance at the freedom that other men
have—and don't value."
"What is the one thing you wouldn't
sell?" she questioned, and Brouillard
choee 4e-discover a gently quickened
teterest In the clear-seeing eyes.
"My love for the—for sonic woman.
I'm saving that, you kgow. t is the
only capital I'll have when the biz
debt is paid."
"Do you wane me to be frivolong
or serious" see asked, looking down
at him with the grimacing little singe
that always reminded him of a caress.
-I. hive been wondering whether she
Is or isn't worth the effort—and the
reservation_you make. Because it is
atillt that. You know. You can do and
be what you want to do aiNl. be U
you only want to bard enough?' •
He was looking down, chiefly be.
cause be dared not look up. when he
answered soberly: "She is worth
it many times over; her price is above
rubies. Money, much or little, wouldn't
be in it"
"That is better—much better. Now
we may go on to the ways and means;
they are all in the man, not in the
things. 'not cone whatsoever,' as Tig
would say. Let me show you what I
mear. Three times within my recol-
lection my father has been worth con-
siderably more than you owe, and
three times he has—wcIL its gone,
And now he It, going to make good
again when the raelroad comes."
Brouillard got up.
"I must be going back down es
he sal& And then without warte
tag: "What if I should tell you that
the railroad is not comics to the NI-
quota. Amy"
De you tit'rik that Amy wilt
conduct a little flirtation with
VP,. despised eloeford, in o- 'r
to aid her father, If she finds
out that Notified can bring the
I railroad to Niquieta or 'keep It'Sway?
CALOMEL IS MERCURY, IT SICKENS!
STOP USING SALIVATING DRUG
Don't Lose a Day's Work! If Your Liver Is Sluggish or Bowels
Constipatod Take "Dodson's Liver Tone."---it's Fine!
You're bilious! Your liver is slug-
glib' You feel !sty, dilsy and all
kdockod out. Your bead is dull, your
tongue is coated; breath bad, stomach
sour and bowels constipated. But don't
take salivating calomel. It makes you
sick. you may lose a day's work
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes into sour bile like
dynamite, breaking It up That's when
you feel that awful nausea and cramp-
ing
If you want to enjoy the steam. rpm-
hest liver and bowel cleansing you
ever experienced just take a oprevatul
of harmless Dodeon's Liver Tone. Your
druggist or dealer sells you a !i0-eent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone under
sluggish liver better than a dose of
tioau sicstyet eakuel and that it *wet wagsy
Dodson's Liver Tone Is real liver
Medicine You'll know it next more.
lag because you will wake up feeling
fine, your liver will be working, your
headache and dizziness gone, your
etorroarh will be sweet and your bowels
regular You will feel like working;
you'll be cheerful; full of vigor aril
ambition.
Dodson'a Liver Tons is entirely
vegetable, therefore harmless and can-
not salivate Give It to your ehildree!
Millions of people are using Dodson's
Liver Tone Instead of dangerous cal-
omel now Your druggist will tell pie
my personal money back guarantee that the sale of ealomel is almost
that each spoonful will clean your stopped entirely her..—Adv.
Fall Run of Distemper
MAY US WHOLLY AVOIDED BY VAIMU
"SPOONS" 
A am aii- •iiiWY 0 illusitey brings eves
 isysist
resuo• It is • sari ear, and a pv•••••riv• if
r.0 us. it as per dirri,tion• sof. •ad sure Tar. Ii Ws*
Is tivie• the quantity •r.• •n ounce rrior• than lb., 
i•r. all.. t1.1
V. It' h•t••• Is MIK roniiitun for late fall •arl 
rwait•r. ALI drug-
gists, harn••• d•alers or maisufariur•ts
WOMB MEDICAL CO.. DOCTOIUI OF AMMIALA, GOSHEN. D.
•
IILle comae:row nab da• rade mole dtroakdiss1
sad Dastrds with Menth-Aiba. The body lass
vaporise it and tha vapor of the healing oils will
immediately pessaries to the artitard copyread
memeguada, ••••...4 the stir poesegss sad ridsiag tie
phlegm. This iaimmly torimes tet• &saw 
••••••isa.
C. MasdeAllis tkaari•• epos. dhe ale memos, mid m
emo
the iirrurtrom that caftans cold Is the trari.amireh, awe
doom kallomed sesee, oar- firm aid be paver ea sod
ilinsairy. 2/k es Sows Hoes ki Indis lawors showie.
_ Production of Pins.
The production of pins of all vane-
tiem in the United :Butes in 1914 was
vulued at $2,713.7e2. Common on toilet
pine formed the principal variety, the
production of which was valued ut
$1.2:44.757. Three pins were mnde of
steel and bras,: wire, nail the quanti-
ties were reported te the United States
bureau of the census gtanly in ;wimple
tin•I purely in packs of 3.94X and 2.000
pine each. The production of metal
hairpins Wall 9,212.01e gross, %%hied
at .1."Ceetree. anti the safety pine. 4,744.-
3m gross, valued at SJetteleet. The nut-
put of hooks and eyes was reported art
1e07n.177 great gross. valued at $1,-
31)4.745.
Cardui Wins Suit
After a trial in the United States
District Court of Chicago. before Judge
(Carpenter tied a federal jury, the jury
found the Amerieun Medical Associa-
tion guilty of libeling cordui, the woru-
nn's tonic, width they had denounced
as a "nostrum,'
This is a elude-aeon of the medicine
rind a proof that it has merit, which
vies reoegnized by a jury after a trial
of three niveiths. one of the lortgust
civil cases on ri cord_
Many tioetors and chemists testified
en both %Wee rind the evidence totaled
nearly four million words,
The Evening's Embellishments.
-Why don't you join our literary
club?'"
don't play curds, or danee the
modern dances."
Itnitus never licked a Roman poet,
nee ethmp Piehhei its hack—and Brn-
his war an henerable man. ,
Method in his Madness.
"You may Mrs. Nugget was here dime
lag ray absence'?" Kalil the euperiu-
tentient of the lunatic asylum to the
attendant.
"Yes, sir," was the reply. "She
railed to .44••• nImmt taking her hunhand
home, but he positively refused In go—
Auld he would ruttier stay here."
-I alweys theneht there wee *erne-
thing wrong about that man." said the
superintendent. "lie isn't crezy at DIV'
Whenever You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gen-
eral Tonic because it contains the well
known tonic properties of QUININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives oat
Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Baikle
up the Whole System. SO cents.
The Contrary.
"Baseball is unlike everything
in one respect.-
"What is that?"
*-The more they get the fani
lag the hotter it is.-,
Dr. S.F. JackwmuCelebrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles_ Now
sold under the name of "Femenina.'
Price •ii0c and $1.00.—Adv.
Should Be Happy on Farm.
Time.. who dwell on farms should
be the must healthy and happy ot aM
mankind.
Wriiht'a Variable Prix slam secied
Ike Tost, them yoflra If now.
for soiuple 371 Marl street. S. Y.—Adv.
Its better to tweak-Nap a quarrel thai
to patch It up.
UrANDS HAVE KIDNEY
. Weak sad ush•Othir kidneys rause 90
Much sickness and suffering •nd when
through aleslect or other causes, kidney
trouble is permitted to continue. •Cri0111v
resu i i s may be expected.
I Your other organs may need sttent ion...
' but your kidnet s should have attention
i first because their work Is nicat important.
I, If you feel that your kidneys are the
cause of t our sickness or run do'a n con-
dition commence taking' Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the greet kidney, liver and
• bladder remedy. because if it proves to be
the remedy you need and your kidneys
Prelyaligncy of Kidney Disease.
Yost people do not realise the &lam-
ing ,increame and remarkable prevalency
of kidney disease. While kidae. (et-
orders are smear: the eaciet eAMTI1,11 die
sees that prevail, they are almost tee
last recognized by' patient.. skg sessal4
ositeat :Cheese:nes amiTA dn. terisig fist
effes-to, whale the sr.:rine' chases scat-
stazoly undermises the system.
7-
a TAM WU1 CminfilliCe Anyone. —
nomads of people hare testified
that the mild and immedkate effect o:
Swamp-Root, the great kidney. liver and
bladder remedy, is Mop realized and that
it stands the highest for its reinarlable_ $.
results in the most ciistraming cases.
Symptoms of Kidney Trouble.
Itcot is not recorarrwmiel for
everything but if you gaffer front annoy'
ing bladder troubles, frequently passing
water nigh: and day, smarting or imta.
twin in pas:nit. brick -clut.t or sediment,
headache, backache, lame back. dial-
nese. poor digestion, sleeplemmes. Jere-
ousams, heart disturbers.* due to bid
kidney trouble. skin eruptions front tail
Wood, neuralgia, rbenmatista, himbago..
bloating, irritability, illrnra•ed feeling,
leek of ambition, may be lose re Orb or
sallam eornpleron, kidney tremble is ila
worst Iona may be atealaig woo Ten.
Swamp-Root is Pleasant to Take.
If you are &Irma; convinced that
Sas rep Rene is what you need, you 04
rumbas, the regular fiftyeent sad as*
dollar use bottles at all drag .storsa.
SPECIAL NOTE—Yes may obtaia a ample sire bottle of Ftwaase-Reet by
ten cents .to Or Kihner a 0o-, Binghamton, N, Y Tim gives yes the apportu
to pr, re the remarkable merit of this dwaittqad Thee will &Imo mod 
you a hook cii
vitlualle information, cootatntng many' ot the thee-ones of grateful letters
 reerored
(Tim mem and wooer' who say Our found Swamp-Root to IP sat the remedy 
a-cdag
in kidney, lit-it' and bladder troulde• The ...has aid Wattesele at Ihrsapibsei t
y as
%VII tonere that 'ovrr reilizfteUei &dvIaPdAes wad for a moidirsiarbittle- 
414•1••••
Lilmet & Co. Etsthainton, S. Y. When writ*" be missed emidisa PAW.
1(
a`..;.,





















: TREMENDOUS -REMOVAL SALE 
We Quote Below Just a Few of the HUNDREDS of EXTRAORDINARY VALUES
• • TO BE HAD DURING THIS SALE : •••
Jiarellai and YoUfljwo91 Boas'. Knielier4eitie---aliwiieksorge,Sergi;, guaranteeff ors. Tai d lore in -
--gar .1 .
ar, " 7 • s ‘111 .-AJ
guaranteed colors. made to fit cnour own shops. Removal sale 50 and wear. Removal ale priceprice . •
8t4tian
 llat.th4yIa Menieltstvre,atent-enlie- 040411,-as well as the staple shanes. The regu- the usual $100 kind. Boys' fiClar *1.00 quality. Rernaval e) o n sizes $1 75. Real ival sale price 1 .70sate price  71..1
• 
Men's and Young Men's Suite, tine
all wool fabric,. lunerb tailoring. sells
elsewhere at $22.-50. Re- Se a la
moval sale price  Wel()
•...mm......  •••
A tremendous; hargain in YoungCooperes Union Suite, twin needle - . . . _m n r Suits; odd lots aril sizes in Nor. -ribbed; the kind that retails at $1.50 per fork aud other style sulta worth up togarment. Remaval sale price ak 01.00. Removal sale price el Fic
, 7 Oahl 0.
A
, Men's Shea at a real bargain. Sev-
a -11eral hundred pairs. $:1.00 and $ ) 0
qualitiee. Broken lots and $2.45sizes. Rem rval sale price...
. .
• •
Men's Overcoats; unparelled values:
new models in P•almarons and c•E eac
staple styles. Removal sale priceaa. j a
 --- - -
- —taco tionat Values in Man's Dress -Ken's lind Young Men's Pants, all 'P -, Rat 0-Vero:rat Woe- In -Paducah. -Shirts. guaranteed colors; launderedwool ser s and other desirable fabrics.
inary velum Re- c" 1 A E _ and soft cliffs. Sold in department--Ex stores at Stk. Removal sate rmoval sale price  Oh .ya price  , D D c
effigh•grade fabrics, skillfully rano
Worth On today's market,-
$15.00. Removel sale price..
- 4
THIS WONDERFUL SALE WILL CONTINUE IN FULL BLAST DURING
October, November and December
Additional-bargains addettat-Sale Prices, as they-are-reeived‘from manufacturers. It will be worth
- while attending this great event as it will be years belare such an opportunity presents itself again.







116 Market Square Paducah Kentucky 1
Tobacco Crap Large. Greta Feed is Winter.
Weshington,60ct.18.-iReview
ing the tobacco crop proapect the
Department of Agriculture in a
statement forecasts a crop of 1,-
203,077,000 pounds which the de-
partment says, is the "largest
crap by 100.000 000 pounds ever
proitiesel - in-this -country an
more than 210.000.000 pounds
greater than the everage crop of
the past five years."
See the Murray Furniture &
Undertaking Co. for coffiiis cas-
kets or robes.
MUSTANG
i For Sprains, Lameness,Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast I
25c. 5.0c.- $1. A: Aa Deaers.
'Why don't your hens lay when
eggs are high? They do rot get
the chemical ingredients that the
grass‘v and green feed supply in
season. B. A. Thomas' Poultry
Remedy supplies these .very in--
gr.edients only in a more concen-
trated form, We sell it and guar,
- antee you to get ,eggs-.-SeXteft
Bf0S.
For Saie.-47-acre farm, well
impro'vasel-and--in--high- state of
"cultivation, located 6 miles north
of Murray: 5-room -twine, other
improvements good; fine water,
good young orchard. 7 acres.? in





Your Wife Caa Use it.-- -
If you are attler from home
and- one of your horses takes the
GO NO FARTHER !NEXT PRESIDENT
The Evidence is at Your Dant'.
Murrai proof is what you want
and the statement of this highly
respected resident will banish all
doubt:
- J. T. Wells, clothing dealer.
-Murray, Ky., says:, "I have used
• Doan's Kidney PHIS when I have
had kidney trouble and they have
always done me _good. Another
of My family also took them.
Although the patient's condition
.‘vas much worse than mine,
',poan's Kidney Pills, Procured
at Dale, Stubblefield &Co.s' drug
store, did more good than any-
thing else ever tried." •
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
• 
,
simply ask for a kidney remedy
-get Doan's Kidney Pills --,-the
sarne that Mr. Wells had. Fos-colic your wife can treat him if •er-iourn tao., rrops.,ushe has Farris' Colic Remedy in 
A 
-
. r .the house. It is -easy to use.





gue-and-in thirty minutes -be is- the- Murrar Furniture it- Under!
Poll of Over 2,500,000 Covers
Every State
Voters Come From All Ranks




The results of the November _ 
election. and; the name of the headquartersin liostan -the I: n i '
next President of the United ted Drug Compary-the 8.000 '
States may be published in the members of the Rexall Drug
'Ledger before the Polls open. gists' Association are suppliel .
This announcement is made by with the returns. These multi 
it y,,:..1., :'•• lir, lichou Tralr. tu • ...to. r.fit•: ..,_.,!' •:• .:-.--- lulu IV.r•••• N..,
'......:11:110Nts rUifT.Irt t'1‘. i11.1a.INCrtir c14.4.1.t.i.t.
the Natiooal Association of Rex- are mailed nr telegraphed to Bos -11
all Druggists whose members, ton at the-close of business each Paducah, Li'.
numbering over h,000, are now day- At the Association 
quarters
head-





Ballard, Carlisle, Hichman, Fulton, McCracken, Craves, Mar-
shall and Calloway.
I am prepared to make loans on improved farm landsat a low rate of interest in either of the counties men-tioned above in the rums of $3,000 00 or more on five, ten,
fifteen or twenty years' time. - Ahqui half the value willbe loaned on desirable property. All or any partof a loanmay be paid on any interest paying day, interest beingstopped on partial pa3ments made., If you are in need ofa farm loan call to see me. or write me a letter and I willcall to see You.
0. SPRADL1N




Secured or Your Money Back
all and see Miss Meador be.
4
•
  Territory in the Union. Etyate-i Day for simultaneous publication ' For Sale. Thirty -(301-1.Vrac —
relieved. Get it today. You may taking Co. for little money. See 500:000 people from all walks of eio ace in ehands o e. 1d th  f th  
,ote  .0c t)O fore tuying your new fall hat.-
need  Scn & Y. • oung, Chem.life and covering every State and Resell Druggists before Eleetionit tomorrow.-Sexton Bros. them.
•
11 613COMMUNXICISSX6031131311301413MISME43=3
cial arrangement with Dale. &
Stubblefield. ,a member of .the
Rexall Association in Murray the
.-you! youtt -•• results of tht Stniw Vote will be
WINIIM111111=1/mirsol
We have you as a man who believes in the full purchasing power of his
dollar when it comes to buying Lumber and Building Material. Are we right?
Then you will be pl. teresterl in knowing that we Larry the most complete
and best assorted stock CI building mat,rial in the county, and if you get our
prices we get your business. Buy from .the yard that carries the stock, that
gives the values, that does the bibineis: that yard is at the J. B. Hay Lumber
Company's cld stand.
WE CARRY CEMENT AND BRICK
Hughes4 Irian Lumber Co.
==-13C142CMCMCE42EVIXIMESUSCOMCNXIMIXIMIXIMESUMMIkali
•
fe3a▪ -'7. acairrotridrrL- •
•
published in this newspaper.
The fact that the members of
the Dieggints' Association, oper-
ate stores in towns and cities,
ranging in population from 100
to 6,000.000 and scattered all over
the country, mid that they serve
a publec-cOmprising all classes,
agricultural. industrial, commer-
cial and professional, gives to
this poll a representati vecharac-
ter.•
. This Straw Vote is the largest i
ever taken and the first of its
kind tabs conducted by a nation.
al rommereial organization, but
the drug nien have a perfect sys-
for receiving and recording
the ballots, that is equalled in
scope only by. tbat ntthe nations




in. the Rexall Stores, and'in the pigs, about 2/s months old sit
and ton in Ume tates.
leading
te 
newstrpers of every city , and $2.50 each, also some sta‘s'ted S
Watch this Newspaper fir Lea Lima , Kentucky
4.1








Restores Energy and Cheerful Spirits
Price 50 cents




SOLD BY H. P. -WEAR
,
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